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Keller Was Honored
Retiring Town Manager Pre
sented Thousand-Dollar
Biil By Camden
Citizens
A hard rain, Friday night, did
not deter Camden citizens from
honoring their retiring town mana
ger. Percy Keller, at the new Fire
Station, which was also being dedi
cated on this occasion. In addition
to townspeople, many friends and
Town-Manager associates from
other places were present, includ
ing former town manager of Cam
den, Herbert Thomas, now of Nor
way. Mrs. Ruth Evers of Augusta,
daughter of Percy Keller, was also
present.
Adin Hopkins was master of
ceremonies, presenting the various
speakers, and Judge Zelma Dwinal.
who was first selectman when Mr
Keller took the position as mana
ger in 1932. presented the gifts
which included such things as fur
niture, luggage, personal items,
and finally, a thousand-dollar bill
from citizens of the town.
Many telegrams of congratula
tion were received, a notable one
being from one of Camden's oldest
and most loyal citizens. Capt. John
E. Husby, who is visiting at Taun
ton, Mass.
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is a patient at Knox Hospital as
the result of an auto accident on
Lisle street Saturday afternoon.
The child received severe scalp
lacerations and a possible fractured
skull when struck by a car acout
540 p. m. as he played on Lisle
street
Police identify the operator of
the car which struck the child as
F'siq M. Perry of 86? Congress
street, Portland. The driver ex
plained to police that she had
slowed to let two children cross the
street near the Anderson dairy, and
that the Joyce child darted into
her path from the side of the road
as she moved ahead.
The youngster was placed under
the care of Dr Robert Allen at the
hospital.

By the Roving Reporter

Before the major league ba-eball
games the Star Spangled Banner is
played on most of the fields. I
claim no ear for music, but any
hurdy-gurdy can co a better job
than that organ on the Braves field
in Boston If you don't believe it
listen the next time the National
anthem is played.
When you conduct a lottery nowa
days you also take a chance with
the officials. Cost a Lewiston trio
$300 last week to find that out.
All my life I have been accus
tomed to the baseball expression
"catching flies.'' But this year the
broadcasters have fastened onto a
new expression.
The ball is
“grabbed.”
Another byword of my early
days—"What do you care?”
Local officers and national officers participating in the institution ceremonies of the Emblem Club, which is associated with the Rock
land Lodge of Elks, Sunday evening. Left to right are: Doris Moor es, installed as the-financial secretary; Madelyn Meeks who substituted for
Marion Cook in the office of corresponding secretary; Adah Roberts, president; Mrs. R. C. Garretv. supreme president of the national order;
Mrs. A. A. latli, supreme marshal, both are from Huntington Park, Cal.; Thelmas Parsons, vice president; Rose SolTayer, treasurer and Rose
Malberg, recording secretary.

The late Harold G. Cole

MANY DISTINGUISHED SPEAKERS a .woo Scholarship A NEW FRATERNITY IS BORN

The Courier-Gazette today is
called upon to mourn the passing
of one of its long-time and loyal
employes, Harold Gordon Cole,
who died suddenly at his home on
Main street at 130 Sunday after
noon.
He had visited the office during
the early forenoon, and after busy
Rockland will entertain the let | tive board; Mrs Emma Meyers,
ing himself for a while, left in his
motor car for his camp at South ter carriers of the Postoffices of executive board member of Wash
Hope. By the time he had reached Maine the cominbg week-end as ington and John H. Sullivan, also
of the executive board and from
Chickawaukie Lake, his condition
the Maine State Association of the national capital.
sounded a warning of such serious
ness that he turned about and Letter Carriers meet here for the
Postmaster James Connelan of
went directly to his home, where 56th annual convention of that Rockland will sent as master of
he was placed under medical care group.
ceremonies and toast-master at the
Twice within the past eight years. J Featured speakers expected are banquet.
Mr. Cole had suffered reverses, the Senator Margaret Chase Smith.
Rockland carriers serving on
first so severe that hts chance of Congressman Charles P Nelson convention committees are:
survival seemed remote. Almost and Francis Murphy, National
Steering Committee;
Palmer
complete recovery followed and he State Vice President of the NALC Pease, chairman. Earl Alden. Ed
was able to resume his dutiesof Biddeford.
ward Harrington.
Oliver B. Lovejoy of Rockland,
Mr. Cole was born April 7, 1881
Executive Committee: Earl Alden
in Woodstock, N B., son of Albert the first secretary of the local chairman, James Connellan.
and Nancy (Jones) Cole. He was branch of the association and the
Ways and Means Committee'
educated in the schools of his na first State delegate from Maine to James Thomas, chairman. Ralph
tive town, and there as a youth he a national convention will be hon Chaples, Raymond Ellis.
learned the printer's trade with ored.
Finance
Committee:
Edward
The present president of the Harrington, chairman, Joseph Mc
a Mr. Watts.
He came to Rockland 51 years Rockkland branch Ernest E. Har Ginley, Palmer Pease
ago this month and directly en rington, will deiver the address
Program
Committee:
Dardy
tered the employ of his uncle, the of welcome at the banquet. The Rackliff, chairman. Ralph Chaples.
late Arnold H Jones of The Cou invocation will be given by Rev. Earl Alden.
rier-Gazette.
from whom he Charles R. Monteith of the Con
Housing Committee: Dave Beach,
learned all the phases of a print gregational Church. Rev. Ernest chairman, James Kirk
er's vocation, becoming linotype1 O. Kenyon, pastor of St. Peter’s
Entertainment Committee: Palm
machinist-operator, then foreman Episcopal Church, will give the er Pease, chairman, Ted Perry, Earl
of linotypes He combined with his benediction.
Alden.
official duties the reading of copy : It is expected that a repreientaRegistration Committee: Ralph
and proof, and many of the other tive of the Post Office Department Chaples, chairman, Raymond Ellis.
essentials connected with the ; in Washington will also be present Carl Brown.
making of a newspaper, conscien for the convention Officials of the
Guest Committee: David Beach,
National Association expected to chairman, Wesley Thurston, John
tious in all of his work.
Long a member of the Masonic be here are: James K. Langan of MacPherson.
fraternity’ he belonged to the Blue Washington, chairman of the execuBadges: Earl Alden chairman.
Lodge, Chapter, Council and Commandery.
His chief diversion from the day’s
toil was his camp at South Hope,
where he had entertained many
groups of friends, always the model
and considerate host- The kindli
ness of his nature found expression
in a multitude of ways, not the
least of which was the placing of
his car at the disposal of club
Appointments to the Board of of a meeting to choose a party can
members, picnic parties, or as a
Registration of Voters ran into a didate for the board.
Godsend in sterner necessities.
He asked that the appointment
He was outspoken, but a believ- snag in City Council last night,
er in the theory that right should Councilman Osgood Gilbert clial- of the candidates of both parties
prevail, and the sincerity of his lenged the legality of the appoint- be held up until it could be deter
friendship wa., never questioned ment of the Republican candidate mined whether or not all city com
Mr. Cole was married 31 years for the board and moved that both mittee members of both polit cal
ago to Miss Retta Creamer of appointments be held over until groups were familiar with the ap
pointments
Thoma ton, who survives, together I further study could be made
with a brother, Archie G. Cole of
Gilbert offered no objection to
Woodstock, N. B., and two sisters, the Appointment of veteran hoard
Mrs. A E. Denton of New Britain, member, Frank Marsh, by the j
____
Conh., and Mrs. F. R. Cowan of Democratic party, but did challenge: pliant Street and Lawn
Brewerthe appointment of Mrs Leona
Avenue To Have Under
Services will be held Wednesday Whitehill as the Republican rep
ground Service
afternoon from the Burpee Funeral resentative.
Home. Rev. Charles R Monteith
Gilbert pointed out that although
The City Council last night ap
officiating. Interment at Sea View the city clerk was in possession of proved extensive sewer construction
cemetery.—by F. A. Winslow.
a letter signed by Republican City on Pleasant street ano Lawn ave
committee chairman Robert Pen nue. Owners of property to be
dleton requesting her appointment, served by the new sewage systems
he did not believe that all members will be billed a portion of the cost
of the city committee were aware
The projects have come into be
of the decision to appoint her.
ing through efforts of residents of
Gilbert said that he was a mem the two areas who have had peti
ber of the city committee and that tions before the municipal govern'^•S/ivinG'’
at no time had he been notified ment for upward of two years
Preliminary surveys were carried
out some time ago by Stewart As
sociates of Cambridge. Mass, .the
same engineering firm which has
now been engaged to su;>ervise the
two projects.
The Pleasant street sewer will

The Camden-Rockport Lions
Club Hears Winner Of It
Will Address the Letter Carriers’ Convention
At Tuesday Night’s
Meeting
In Rockland At the Week-End

HOLDS UP APPOINTMENTS

Councilor Gilbert Thinks Selection Of Mrs.
Whitehill Was Unknown To City Committee

Sewer Construction
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THE BLACK CAT

Struck By A Car

Courts Decline To Recognize The Sudden Death Of The Wayne Joyce. 4, Hospital
ized With Possible Skull
Courier-Gazette's Fore
Kantak’s Pleas—Goes
Fracture
man Of Linotype
Back To New Hamp
Machines
shire Prison
Wayne Joyce, 4. of 32 Lisle street
Theodore Kantak, who in his
time has been known by several
other names, went back to New
Hampshire State Prison at Con
cord Saturday. His return ended
a long series of petitions by him
to Superior Court, the Maine Su
preme Court and the Federal Di trict Court.
Originals’ an inmate of the New
Hampshire prison on a seven to
nine year sentence for breaking,
entering and larceny, he es-aped
in 1948 while under observation in
a State insane hospital. Subse
quently, he was sentenced to prison
in Maine after having got into
trouble in this State.
Some weeks ago, he gained his
freedom from the Thomaston in
stitution through a habeas corpus
petition prepared by himself He
was no sooner released than he was
jailed on an escape warrant issued
by New Hampshire.
During the time he waas being
held in Knox County Jail, he ex
hausted every avenue open to him
in an effort to prevent return to
New Hampshire
He refused to
return to the neighboring State vol
untarily with officers and forced
extradition proceedings. As the
warrants issued by the two Gover
nors were presented ia court, he
again made a successful move to
block execution of them.
He was finally turned down by
Judge John D. Clifford of the Federaal District Court in Portland
Saturday and was removed to New
Hampshire.
He has but one appeal left and
that is the United States Supreme
Court.

Tuesday
Issue '

The members of Camden-Rock
port Lions Club and their visitors
had a real treat. Tuesday night,
when John Decker, Milo High
School Senior, and the winner of
National Honors in Oratory in
New York, recently delivered the
speech which won him such ac
claim John, a modest, unassuming
young man, held his audience
speelbound. In addition to the win
ning trophy, John received a $4,000
scholarship at any school in the
country’, he thinks now that this
will be the University of Maine.
Decker competed against the best
High School speakers from all 48
states and our territories, in the
contest sponsored by a large insur
ance company, and has made Maine
justly proud of him. Introduced by
Superintendent of Milo Schools,
Reginald H. Dority, brother of
Alexander Dority of Camden who
also was a Lions guest, the story of
the boy’s experiences in winning
in the state finals and then in the
New England finals which sent him
on to the national honors, was a
thrilling one. Mr. Dority also told
of the triumphal trip to Washing
ton and back to Milo and the meet
ing with many notables and Deck
er’s being invited to address the
Maine House.
The Lions Club meeting was a
lively one, with many guests and
spirited singing. Solos by guest
Dwight Noyes of Portland, Dave
Crockett and Bob Laite and a neat
little duo by Roy Morong and For
est Leland, were part of the pro
gram.
Other guests at the meeting in
cluded John Miller, M. D.. Lion
Ralph Irving, Town Manager at
Waldoboro; Alex Hardie, Union;
Bill Classon of Wakefield. Mass.:
and Larry Barnes of Westwood,
Mass, and four new Warren Lions.
President Alden Johnston. Paul
Dillaway, C. R Wallace and James
E. Kinney.
Leon Crockett reported to the
club concerning the 28 trophies pre
sented to the winners of the Lions
Club sports events held at the "Y”
during April.
,
King Lion Charles Lowe present
ed the honor guest of the evening,
John Decker, with a red hunting
shirt, the joint gift of Rotarians
and Lions.
A good delegation from the Cam
den-Rockport Lions Club planned
at this meeting to attend the new
Winterport Lions meeting on Wed
nesday night.
After the meeting was adjourned
the Lions joined the Dandylions for
a social evening at the home of
Douglas Ladd in Rockport.
extend the length of the street and
street hill eastward to cross Broad
way and run to Franklin street
The Lawn avenue project will
eetend the length of the street and
cross Broadway to connect with
an existing line on Gay street.
A similar project is planned in
a section of Limerock street, but
final arrangements have yet to be
made with property owners.

MINSTREL
SHOW
WATTS HALL
THOMASTON

WATCH REPAIR SHOP

FRIDAY, MAY 18

recently opened at 79 Main St.,

AT 8 O’CLOCK

Thomaston. Rings sized to fit
right. No long waiting for re
pairs.

Adm.: Adults 75c; Children 50c

58*&62-&-66

Tax Inc.
Benefit Thomaston Clippers

The Rockland Emblem Club Is Instituted At the
Elks Home—Distinguished Visitors
The newly formed Rockland Em
blem Club No. 200 was instituted
and installed Sunday night at the
Rockland Elks Home. The Su
preme President, Hazel Garrety.
Supreme Marshal Babe Tatti of
Huntington Park. Calif., Supreme
District Deputy, Mrs. Helen .Waller
of Waterville, Maine and her suite
of officers conducted the installa
tion.
The following members were ini
tiated: President, Adah Roberts;
vice president, Thelma Parsons;
recording secretary. Rose Malburg;
corresponding secretary, Marian
Cook; financial secretary, Doris
Moores; treasurer. Rose Soffayer;
marshal. Flora Carroll; assistant
marshals, Vivian Harden and Phyl
lis Brewer; chaplain, Eugenia
Annis; historian, Margaret Cucci
nello; press correspondent Ruth
Cross; trustees, one-year, Doro
thy Cross; two years. Bernadette
Manseau, three
years, Evelyn
Plourde; guards, Ellen Roes and
Arlene Williams.
Members are Bernice Dunbar,
Vera French, Linnie Stanley, Mary
Conley. Dorothy Munson, Dorothy
Noyes. Phyllis Tinker, Dorothy Bar
ker, Myrtle Nelson, Jennie Titus,
Marguerite Brewer, Virginia Kal
loch, Kathleen Spruce, Prances
Richardson, Elizabeth Gay, Louise

Billings. Gertrude Feyler, Blanche
Prince. Bernice Freeman, Lilian
Marston. Ruth Ames.
Geneva Richardson, Esther Long.
Gladys Rokes, Louise French, Ida
Clark. Carmine
Kaler, Velzora
Plourde, Sarah Brickley,, Barbara
French, Margaret Philbrook, Evelyn
Munsey, Myra Watts, Berffice Hol
brook, Carolyn McIntosh. Evelyn
Ludwig. Phyllis Grant. Lydia Bar
ter. Ruth Malandrino, Katherine
Hamalainen, Elzada Barstow, Doris
Conary, Madeline Weeks, Rose
O'Neil, Katherine Hedden, Alsy
Moody, Osca Knight, Mabel Mc
Mahon, Frances Leighton, Evelyn
Goodnow, Evelyn Farnsworth, Net
tie Tinker, Dorothy Todd, Betty
Knowlton, Leah
Brooks, Alice
Stilphen. Helen Burns, Edna An
drews, Noela Simmons, Frances
Blackman, Pauline Schofield, Clotilde Anastasio.
Following the exercises the Ex
alted Ruler Michael Arico, Past
Exalted Ruler James Bums, Past
Supreme Presidents, Mrs. Mark
Hennessy and Mrs. George Parker
from Massachusetts extended their
congratulations to the newly in
stalled organization and wished
them the best of success. The eve
ning was concluded with a buffet
lunch served by the Hospitality
Committee under the direction of
its Chairman, Lillian Marston.

IT'S UP TO KNOXJNDUSTRIES
Corporation May Take Steps Tonight To Bring
a Substantial Business Here
Rockland is nearer today to a
new industry locating in the city
than it has been since the final
days of the negotiations with the
Van Baalen-Heilbrun Company
back in the Thirties.
The groundwork has been laid
by the Chamber of Commerce. The
final step rests tonight with Knox
Industries as that group meets with
the Chamber to discuss final plans.
The firm, an old established busi; ness owned entirely within one
I family, manufactures metal prod
ucts. Its present location will not
permit the expansion it plans in the
next two or three years.
Members of the firm have sev
eral times visited Rockland and
studied possible sites and discussed
financing of a new building.
The
proceedings
have nowreached the stage where the type
of building, its size and location
have bech decided. Lawyers have
' drawn up tentative leases and
articles necessary to the use of a
factory building in Rockland.
Knox Industries, as previously
publicized, now has some $30,000
on hand. The project of construc
tion of a modern, fire-proof, one
story building of the size required
calls for some $200.00

The present plan provides for the
prospective manufacturer to amor
tize 60 percent of this figure ove'r
a 12-.vear period. The balance, or
40 percent, would be amortized
in eight years; following amorti
zation of the 60 percent amount.
Assuming $200,000 to be the total.
Knox Industries would have to fi
nance $80,000. With $30,000 now
available as a result of the sale of
the Van Baalen building, it would
be necessary to raise $50,000 to do
the job.
The firm will employ 75 semi
skilled workers, all male except of
fice help, if it locates in Rockland.
Local labor would be used, it is
understood. The plant would not
be a seasonal operation but would
run the year around and could help
to take up the slack of seasonal un
employment locally.
The planned expansion of the
firm, which is the reason for the
move from their present location,
would raise the number of workers
I to 150 in five years.
The starting payroll would be in
the neighborhood of $250,000 per
year for the first two years, with
gradual increase to approximately
, twice that figure.
The Chamber of Commerce has
put months of work into laying the
groundwork which would permit the
firm to move to Rockland Figures
on public utilities, school facilities
WARREN VILLAGE
locations and countless other fac
tors have been gathered and made
SINGERS
available.
BESS BATTEY GOWDY,
Now that the Chamber has
PIANIST. GUEST ARTIST
reached its present point, it can go
no further without the strong sup
Warren Baptist Church
port of Knox Industries
MAY 17—8.00 P. M.
Knox Industries is set up to do
COLLECTION TAKEN
just the type of work which is now
necessary to complete the arrange-

SECOND CONCERT

Benjamin Frotton read with spe
cial interest the story of the City
of Rockland wreck because for
many years he had been the pos
sessor of stateroom door No. 163.
It had been secured as a souvenir
by a South Thomaston fisherman
named Conary. and passed into Mr
Frotton's hands when he bought
and moved into the Conary house.
The door has been demolished.

"Those precious little dears," and
dears” is just the word which de
scribes the six Malden, Mass., chil
dren who found a pocketbook, tore
up $37 worth of folding money
which it contained, and scattered
the fragments to the winds.
—o—
One year ago: Russell (Monk)
Thomas, formerly of Vinalhaven
and Rockland, was killed in a car
crash in Carmel.—Capt. and Mrs.
David Haskell were rescued from
their burning residence at Ingra
ham Hill- Edward J. Hellier was
re-elected president of the Rock
land Savings Bank—Deaths: Rock
land. Llewellyn Newbert: Wash
ington, Mrs. John Tolman, 78;
Rockland, Fred H George, 79;
Patchogue, N. Y.. Frances B. Porter,
formerly of Rockland; West Rox
bury. Mass . Byron M Boyles, for
merly of Tenant's Harbor, 54.
It is doubtful if many members
of those organizations which give
the "Salute to the Flag” know how
and when the custom originated.
Differing a bit from the pledge
which is being given today is the
following, which was introduced by
the Youth's Companion at the Na
tion Public School celebration of
Columbus Day in 1892:
“I pledge Allegiance to my Flag
and to the Republic for which it
stands: One Nation indivisible, with
Liberty and Justice for All.”

Silver Wedding
Mr. and Mrs. Harold T Ulmer,
21 Old County road, observed their
25th wedding anniversary Satur
day with an open house. Many
friends and neighbors called dur
ing the day and evening. Delicious
refreshments were served, includ
ing a handsome anniversary cake.
They were the recipient of many
gifts including flowers from their
son Pvt. Harold I. Ulmer. Port Lee,
Va., who was unable to be present,
and a silver money tree from
friends and neighborsOut of town guests were their
daughter. Mrs. Bruce Condon and
children. Harold Bruce, Barbara Ann
and Stephen of Thomaston, Mrs.
Ulmer's sister, Mrs. Everett LeMoine of Swan’s Island and Mr.
and Mr. and Mrs. Frank Howard
of Lincolnville

ments which could bring the new
firm to the city. Knox Industries
is authorized to construct a factory
building and to lease it to industry,
just as they did with the Van
Baalen-Heilbrun Company.
Knox Industries is nothing more
or less than the people of this area
who are willing to put up amounts
of money, both large and small, to
aid in adding new industry.
The payoff to the bondholders is
in added money in circulation lo
cally, new jobs and a generally
larger and more prosperous com
munity.

Fly anywhere in the world. Plane
and Hotel Reservations and tick
ets. Rockland Travel Bureau, 468
Main street, Tel 563-R. 37-Tues-tf

RUMMAGE
SALE
WEDNESDAY, MAY 16
9.00 A. M.

Formerly
Nadeau Restaurant
(Corner Main and Park Street)
(Benefit of HADASSAH)
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Lucky Strike Alleys

THE COURIER-GAZETTE
[EDITORIAL)

Ladies: Fourflusher League: The
flrst-half winners, the Hearts, and
the second-half winners, the
Spades, collided head on for the
season’s championship. The Hearts
won the match in the first two
strings, with Dot Aylward sparking
the attack by singles of 107 and 102
in the first two. After that, the
Spades dominated the game but
couldn't overcome the big lead, the
Hearts winning by 47 pins. Dot
Aylward was high line for the
Hearts with a very nice total of 473.
Al Garland and Helen Richards
starred for the Spades with totals
of 469 and 461 respectively.
Ladies' Nighthawk League: The
Kings grabbed off the title in a
five-string roll-off with the secondhalf champion Deuces, surprising
with a clean-cut victory of 57 pins.
Captain Marion Harris rolled a top
tota of 403 for the champs, start
ing right off with a fine single of
123 Arlene Clark was high line
for the Deuces with a total of 442.
Tuesday night was the big night
for the boys in the Belfast League
Twenty-one members of this league
sat down to a delicious turkey din
ner served by the Ladies’ Auxiliary
of the Belfast V F W Following
the feast, the trophies were award
ed to the various prize winners
Follownng is a list of the winners.
1950-51 Champions: Tigers, Cap
tain Norm Staples, Ernest Rumney.
Barney Emmerton. Ted Curtis and
Frank Lafond.
High average, Leslie Smith, 97 76
Second High Average, Frank Lafond. 95 14.
Third High Average, Jim Potter,
94 50.
Fourth High Average, Norm
Staples, 94 19.
Fifth High Average, Ted Curtis,
93.64.
High Three Strings, Dick Shep
ard, 310.
High Single, Bill Hall, 135.
Second High Single, Barney Emmerton, 124.
The odd-pin match Wednesday
evening proved to be very enjoy
able for the six couples competing
Jake Johnson and Emil Erickson
won in the event.
Virginia Heal won the ladies
town championship, defeating Mar
garet Colwell 957 to 956. Virginia
got away to a nice lead of 32 pins
in the first string and stepped it up
to 37 at the end of five strings.
Margaret began to creep up as she
hit the evening’s top single of 115
while Virginia countered with a 113
single. Margaret followed with a 107
single to pick up all but 15 pins.
Every pin was a decisive one there
after, but Virginia managed to
squeeze out the one-pin victory.
Camden defeated Old Town in a
Sunday afternoon match, winning
the total by 29 pins. The match

WILL ANNOUNCE SOON

numsiaa
Are you wasting

your tires — driv

ing them to pieces
pit

ting and scuffing due to improper
alignment? Ordinary car

wear — sagging

Friends of Burton M. Cross, president of the Maine Sen
ate and widely known Augusta statesman, say that his
announcement as a candidate for the Republican guberna
torial nomination will be made within a few days. Cross is
'48. and has a background of 16 years' public service. He
is serving his second term as president of the Senate.

Rockland Tigers Take Trimming From Cam
den—Five Straight For Thomaston

HOSPITAL MAKES FRIENDS
The observance of national Hospital Day by the local
institution. Saturday, will go in the history of Knox Hospital
as one of its most intere ting public events, the success of
which redounds to the credit of Mrs. Folta and her diligent
assistants. There was co-operation on everybody’s part, and
the work-together system resulted in general satisfaction.
Many of those who participated in the occasion got their
first real knowledge of the Hospital’s importance to the com
munity, with the result that the "Knox” added deservedly
to its growing list of friends and admirers

ADVERTISING THE FESTIVAL
If the forthcoming I obster and Seafoods Festival is not
the most publicized event in Rockland’s history it will be
no fault of the committee which has charge of that phase.
The members have been working night and day for some
weeks, with the result that the country not only through
out New England but far beyond its borders is going to be
told of the grand good time which is in store for the patrons
of the huge August event.

' THE HONEYMOON CHOO CHOO"
Speaking of publicity for the State of Maine there comes
a new feature in the form of a song which has been high
lighted by the Modern Bride Magazine. Bert Cote, of Au
burn, musical director of Station WLAM, Lewiston, wrote
the music and Don Stuart of Mechanic Falls did the lyrics
for the recently published "Honeymoon Choo-Choo,” a tune
ful bit of whimsy that sings about "angels" and ’’heaven”
in the same breath with "honeymoon." If the new song,
published by Dubonnet of New York, goes over, the two
Maine men promise th? Maine Publicity Bureau to work up
some special lyrics giving mention to the Pine Tree State
as the destination point for the "Honeymoon Choo-Choo."

Thomaston hatters were swinging at ’em, and connecting Monday as
the crew under Clvde Hatch held to their 5-1 record and the K-L fag
chance. The lad above just ticked Ihe ball, which may be seen spinning
crazily in thc upper left corner, but he connected clean with the next
one tossed over by Waldoboro's hapless moundsman.

the Eagles still at bat in the
(By Bob Mayo)
It isn't often that fans are able eighth. Johnny Giffin took over the
to sit in pouring rain and watch a catching chores for Camden when
ball game, but that is exactly what Ryder developed a severe kink in
happened in Rockport Friday when his neck and Johnny did an excel
Camden and Lincoln Academy lent job. Score
0 0 0 0 0 2 4—6-3-1
went seven innings in a steady Lincoln
0 0 2 0 0 1 0—6-3-3
downpour. Lincoln handed the Camden
Mustangs
their
second
loss
in
two
Belknap
and
Sprague, Bennett,
KOREA S FREEDOM OF CHOICE
days 6-3. From the standpoint ol Davis (7) and Giffin.
President Syngman Rhee has been confronted with some
Camden the game went one inning
The Rockland Tigers visited Vi
thing like a major political crisis in the legislature of the
too long as they had tallied or.e nal haven Friday and came back
Korean Republic. Probably the Communists and those who
in the last of the sixth to go with their third straight loss 9-8.
parrot their line may try to make capital out of the fracas;
ahead 3-2 only to have the Eagle They led until the seventh when
they have tried to picture the Korean President as a most
sinister character, against whom the Reds are waging a
come back with four in the sev tarting pitcher Fred Strout lost
war of liberation. But the political difficulties of Syngman
enth.
his control (it rained there too)
Rhee are. rather, a complete refutation of the Communist
Al Bennett and Jimmy Eelknap and Vinalhaven tied the score at
thesis. Dictators do not engage in public controversies with
were the opposing pitchers at the seven all. Rockland went ahead in
their associates in government—they shoot them. Nations
start but Bennett developed a sore their half of the eighth when they
groaning under the heel of tyrants do not wrangle over
arm and had to leave after the tallied one but in the home half
appointments. They are fortunate if they are allowed to
groan Is there any one in the world naive enough to be
sixth with Freddy Davis taking Christy Alex who had relieved
lieve that the silence, as of a grave, which reigns in torn
' over and bearing the brunt of the Strout was greeted with a single by
and wasted North Korea, sacrificed to Communist ambition,
seventh inning assault. Camden the first man up; he hit the next
is the normal manifestation of a free people, fighting a right
started the scoring in the third as batter and '.hen both scored as
eous war?
Bennett doubled deep to left, John- Guilford unloaded a 403 foot douThe Korean War was not launched by the Communists
against the “Syngman Rhee clique," to use the phrase beloved
ny Heald and Charlie Masalin
of the Russian press The United Nations did not intervene
walked to load the bases; inter
in behalf of Rhee's government. The issue was, rather, the
ference on the batter was called
right of the people of Korea to choose Syngman Rhee or any
on catcher Gump Sprague and
other man to govern them in accordance with the (lowers
one run came In and Ronnie Banks [
and limitations prescribed by a democratic constitution.
The Korean Communists fought not against Rhee, but
strolled to force in the second '
against that right; they sought to overturn the Republic by
Bennett kept Lincoln under con
infiltration, by guerrilla raids and then by outright aggres
trol until the sixth when Andy
sion. And had they won, there would be no friction between
Williamson walked. Sprague sing
the executive and legislative branches in Korea, no bickering
led him to third and when an ov
in public, no questions about elections or their meaning. The
whole peninsula would be as quiet as the North, where the
erthrow was made to second ■ as
young men are marched out to die for the proletarian Czar
Gump was stealing Williamson
who rules in the distant Kremlin while the women and the
scored a slow bounder that reold men bow under a rule as ruthless as ancient Asia has
suited in an out at first sent
ever known—Herald Tribune.
Sprague in.
An error on Paul Christie’s
McPhee
83 87 83 1C8 92 450
grounder
in Camden’s half of the
Mank
100 71 82 1C6 80 458
Ames
98 OT 83 95 93 466 sixth allowed Paul to go to second
Leaque Chamns Met With Hobbs
104 86 91 96 86 463 from where he scored as Moe Leon
Elks Defeating the Le
472 436 429 479 441 2257 ard drove a hard shot over second
The Elks will roll the Shells to The Eagles winning rally started off
gion Bowlers
night for the champion hip of the with Oliver walking, Belknap then
The Elks, champions of the
year to be followed with a ban basted a long double to right
American League defeated the Le quet at the Legion Home Wednes Crocker was hit by a pitch and
the first run scored when William
gion, champions of the National day night.
son
walked; what proved to be the
League, by 95 pins on the five
For a small inexpensive scrap winning run came in as Sprague
string roll off last night.
book. you might use several sections flied out and then a muff of HadgFor the Elks, Carr had high
of unprinted newspaper which The kin's outfield fly let two more score
■ string of 118 and Norton had high
Courier-Gazette has for sale at Pour more Lincoln runs were in
total of 489. McPhee had high
a very modest price.
123*156
when the game was called with
string of 108 and Ames high total (
of 466 for the Legion.
Elks
Norton
100 102 106 87 94
Lothrop
1C4 92 98 1C5 82
Can98 118 91 83 83
Anas tasio
95 91 95 77
Arico
91 106 94 il c,2
4S8 509 484 429 442 2352
Legion
Raymond
90 95 90 75 90 449

springs,

worn

bushings, bearings, pivots—throw
car wheels out of line, drag the

tires sideway s along the road, liter
ally burning away rubber on every

wheel turn.

ble to Centerfield to win the game Boothbay tallied six. Marshall went the rest of the game and struck
The Rockland girls were somewhat all the way for the winners,
out the side in the e-ghth to reg
more fortunate in thier softball
standing k-L League
ister a neat pitching effort. Mike
W
game as they w’alloped Vinalhaven
Levinthal was less fortunate how
5
39-2. Score:
Thomaston
ever as he pas-ed ten in all and
4
Vinalhaven
Camden
his mates chipped in with errors
3
2 1 0 0 0 1 0 3 0 2—&-8-2 Lincoln A.
4
lat
crucial times. Altogether it was
2
Rocklanti
Waldoboro
41 not a happy day for Rxklar.d
2
500010101 0—8-9-0 Rockland
4 i Fielding features were the catch of
2
Hopkins and Doherty; Strout, C Eoothbay H.
| a foul against the screen by Chub
Alex <8) and G. Alex.
• • • •
. . » .
For the second time in a week; Ryder and the long runn.ng catch
Thomaston won its fifth straight the Camden Mustangs booted the! of another foul by left fielder Paul
league game over Waldoboro 4-3 Rockland Tigers all over the field! Christie. Christy Alex ame on in
Monday. Cagey Dick Stone hurled Monday winning 11-4. The two i relief in the seventh when Camden
well to notch the triumph but was teams might as well have stopped -cored their final thre Scare:
given plenty of opposition by little play af.er the first inning when ah Camden 50300030 x—11-7-4
Joe Creamer who gave up nine the important scoring was done; Rockland
hits to Stone’s six. The win keeps Rockland scoring three and Cam300010000— 4-6-5
Thomaston in first place with a 5-1 den five. It begins to look like Davis and Ryder Letinthal, C.
and g. Alex.
that writer whose four letter name Alex
record.
Doug Miller who had two hits for begins with M was more then*
the day used one of them in the slightly' wrong when he said Rock-:
K0W-fourth frame to drive in Skeet land should go unbeaten in the
Henderson who had been hit by a league this year, because, like the]
. JLift ALL
pitch and stole second, with what Red Sox, the Tigers appear over
proved to be the winning run. rated.
After two were out in the Rock-I
Thomaston had scored one in the
second when Sumner Ward drove land first Bobby Gardner reached (
a triple off the left field fence and on an error; George Alex singled
later scored on an error They tal over second, and then Freddy Da-1
lied two more in the third; Dcug vis, on the mound for Camden, de- Miller singled, and Red Demmon’s veloped a wild streak, walking Bugs
blow sent him to third; Miller Benner, Chuck Robarts, Dob Hoop-|
scored when a throw to the plate er and Floyd Johnson in rapid suc
on a grounder was la e and I> tu cession and three runs were in
rnons later came in on a fielder’s Camden lost no time in remedying
Canned Australian rabbit brings
this state of affa rs as Ken Hardy
choice.
93 cents a pound in New York,
Waldoboro pecked away at Stone banged the first pitch, Mike Lev Sydney reports.
for runs in the second, third and inthal threw for a single, Johnny
eighth. In the second Day walked Hea'.d folowed with another single.
ARTESIAN WELLS
beat a fielder's choice to second, Charlie Masalin reached on an er
DRILLED AND GIARANTEED
and came around on an error. In ror and Levinthal also went wild
We Have Been Drilling Since 1912
the third Schofield walked, reached Ias he walked three in succession
and
five
runs
were
in.
second on an error and scored as
LEWIS HERBERT & SON
From there on in Davis was ef TEL. 74-3, •
two were being thrown out. The
ISLESBORO
55-tf
final markers In the eighth came fective and walked only two for
on successive singles by Day De
patsy and Bower. It was the only
inning when Stohe was touched
for more then one hit. Ward had
a single to go with his triple while
Day was the only Waldoboro player
to get more then one bingle. Score:
Thomaston
0 1 2 1 0 0 0 0 x—4-9-4
Waldoboro
0 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 0—3-6-2
Stone and Henderson; Creamer
and Depatsy.
Lincoln Academy saw their chances at the pennant all but disappear down the drain when Boothbay Harbor used them rudely by
fffy
vmir.eiifr.
art W84
15-7. The score book isn’t available
but Ed Lewis says his team was
"lousy.” Oliver the Lincoln Fresh
man started but gave way to Andy
DREWETT'S GARAGE
RT. 1, WARREN,
TEL. 33-3
Williamson in the second when 56-T-Th-ti

Most engine wear comes from

engine deposits-flmoco-Gas leaves

An Epic Battle

siocdmo

wheel

AGAIN 0N THE SHQRT END

Editor, FRANK A. WINSLOW

By Joe Talbot
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FALL TERM GPENING
SEPTEMBER 10

REGISTER ROW!

LET US CHECK YOUR
WHEEL ALIGNMENT
We are specialists in wheel align
ment checking and correcting serv
ice. Our modern, accurate Weaver

Wheel Alignment outfit shows ex
actly what is wrong and what cor

rections are necessary. A few minor
adjustments may be all that your

car

needs

for

"touch

control”

steering. Our inspection is w ithout
obligation—drive in today.

MILLER’S
GARAGE
DeSOTO, PLYMOUTH
25-31 RANKIN ST.,
ROCKLAND

was close all the way, with Cam
den going out in the first string by
a one-pin lead, added 11 more in
the second, went to 36 pins ahead
in the third. They lost the next
two by two pins and five pins, to
win by 29. Ciarrochi was top man
with a 514 total, high total ffor
Camden going to Tut Whittier with
a total of 506.
The evening’s entertainment pro
vided an innovation in the field of
bowling, at least in Camden. The
Damariscotta women bowled with
the Camden men and the Damar
iscotta men with the Camden
women, in a five-string mixed
doubles match. Kay Libby and
Boop Smith conquered the field
with a grand tota! of 929. Second
place went to Dora Packard and
Neil Parsons with a total of 908
Peg Cooney and Gianina Ames tied
for women’s high single, having 101,
and Claude Fitch posted the men’s
high single of 116. The winners
were eliminated from competing for
the high single prizes so Boop
Smith gets only honorable mention
for his 124 single and Dora Pack
ard gets the same for rolling a 109
single.

This Year Of All Years It Will Pay You To Attend the

ROCKLAND SCHOOL OF COMMERCE
Trained business help is in urgent demand right now. Jobs
are “going begging" here in your own city. Thoroughly trained
clerical workers can always find good positions.
Investigate our Career Courses or our special intensive
courses designed to train competent office help in the shortest
possible time.

The kind of gas you buy has a direct connection with the bills you have
to pay for engine repair.

For science now knows that most engine cylinder wear is caused by
deposits remaining after combustion, and contamination. These cause wear,
serious wear to pistons, cylinder walls and valves.

(Approved by the State Dept. of Education)
SAVE TIME AND MONEY AT A BUSINESS COLLEGE
Even- hour is devoted to usable training. Students advance
as rapidly as their ability and industry permit.

ACT NOW—SEND FOR THE CATALOG YOU PREFER

Amoco-Gas helps prevent this wear because it contains no harmful
ingredients. It leaves no metallic deposit.

ROCKLAND SCHOOL OF COMMERCE
Roy E. Adams, Ph. D„ Principal

Moreover, Amoco-Gas can burn completely because it is all petroleum
with no harmful ingredients added. This means more useful power, superior
performance and mileage.

ROCKLAND, MAINE

Use Amoco-Gas—for longer car life. There’s nothing like it!

H. M. PAYSON & CO.
Investment Bankers

leaves no metallic deposit

Established 1854

Member Boston Stock Exchange
93 EXCHANGE STREET,
PORTLAND. MAINE

Address inquiries to Portland
office May 16 through June 6.
Mr. Kay will be on vacation.

AMERICAN OIL COMFANY

58-lt

Maine to Florida
J
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T uesday-Thursday-Saturday

TALK OF THE TOWN

May 15—Knox County WjC.T.U.
Convention in Baptist Church,
Rockport
May 16—Diamond Jubilee Anniver
sary of Knox Pomona Grange at
Union Town Hall.
May 17—Second Concert of the
Warren Village Singers, at War
ren Baptist Church.
May 17—Educational Club meets in
the Congregational vestry at 3
o’clock.
May 18—At Town Hall. Warren,
Gir Scout Plays.
May 18—Official visitation of Mae
McFarland of Bar
Harbor,
President of the Rebekah Assem
bly of Maine to Miriam Rebekah
Lodge.
May 19-20—Letter Carriers’ Con
vention in Rockland.
May 21. 22, 23—Annual sessions of
Grand Chapter, OE.S. in Port
land.
May 23—Film Council will meet at
High School Library, 3 45 p m.
Mav 24—MedGmak regional meet
ing of Garden Clubs, Warren.
july 4—Fourth of July Celebration,
Thomaston.
Aug. 3, 4, 5—Maine Lobster & Sea.
foods Festival.

WITH THE
THEATRES
STRAND THEATRE
Today and Wed.: ‘‘Bowery
Battalion," plus "The Hidden
City.” Starts Thursday: “Fol
low the Sun."
KNOX THEATRE:

Today last time: "Soldiers
Three.” Starts Wed.: "Where
Danger Lives."
WALDO THEATRE:

Today and Wed.: “Fourteen
Hours.” Starts Thurs.: "Back
to Bataan."
CAMDEN THEATRE:

Today and Wed.: “Undercover
Girl.”
Starts
Thursday:
“Frenchie.”
For Time of Shows
See Ads In This Paper

The council members of St. Ber
nard’s Loy Scout Troop 216 met
Friday night, following the meet
ing of the Rockland Scouters’ As
sociation at the Elks Home. It was
decided upon to have a Board of
Review mee ing next Monday nigh:
to pass various requiremens per
taining to merit awards. Plans
were also made to ready the ball
field, known as St. Bernard's BoyScout Field; also to entertain the
fathers and sons at a date to be
announced later.

There will be a joint meeting of
the directors of the Chamber ol
Commeice and tho e of Knox In
dustries in the Tower Room of the
Community Building tonight at
7.30. Members in geneial of the
Chamber are invited by Executive
Secretary Nathan Fuller to attend
Approximately 1200 damage was
The meeting will be preceeded at
6.30 by tiie monthly dinner meet done to a 1936 Buick sedan oper
ing of the Chamber directors at ated by Percy Colson of Rockland
when it hurtled off Old County
the Thorndike Hotel at 6.3J.
Road late Saturday. Pol.ce said
There will be a public supper that the car went out of control on
Saturday r.ight 5 to 7, a. St. Pe the curves near the Sam Doe farm
ter's Undercrof’, aprons and candy to crash into and knock down sev
will alo be on sale.
eral posts of a barrier on the curve
The Crippled Children’s Clinic
Charles Niles is in the Veterans
will meet Thursday from 1.30 to 3
ospital, Togus.
at the Bok Nurses Home.
Knox-Lincoln Past GTands and
It’s straw hat weather, and this
Past
Noble Grands will meet in
is straw hat day.
Union tomorrow night with a 6.30
Among the 102 Colby under supper. Members will take articles
graduates receiving honors for out for a swap party and visiting
standing achievements in academic members please take sweets
and other phases of student life
Capt. Thomas Sweeney of S. S.
is A Eug-.ne Jellison of Thomaston.
He is a son of Mrs. Milton Hennigar Buckeye State, is in the city on
his first vacation in 21 months. He
of 7 Georges street.
has la:ely arrived from Korea,
The City Council approved a vic- and shakes his head rather dole
tualers license application of Louis fully when asked as to how he
Benovitch Monday night. There found conditions there. An Army
was some discussion as to location officer who dined aboard the ship
of Eenovitch’s hot dog stand and told him that there was such a lack
the possibility of blocking traffic. of replacements tha: convalescents
The final decision was to leave the from hospitals were being pressed
location to the chief of police. back into service. The Buckeye
Benovitch has been on Orient State is at Galveston. Texas, but
street for the past 24 years.
will come north loading for South
Africa
and East Africa. Capt.
In observance of Child Health
Week—the W.C.T.U., invites ba Sweeney has been in the steamship
bies of the local church cradle service 21 years.
rolls, with their mothers, to a party
BORN
for White Ribbon Recruits, Fri
Wood—At Knox Hospital, May
day 2 to 4 p. m., in the parlor of 12, to Mr. and Mrs. Charles Wood,
the First Baptist Church. The host a daughteresses are Mrs. Harriett Emery and
Orne—At Knox Hospital, May 14,
to Mr. and Mrs. William Orne, a
Mrs. Norma Dorman.
son.
Butler—At Knox Hospital, May
See the latest styles in Furs and
Cloth Coats, moderate prices, top 5, to Mr. and Mrs. Gordon Butler, a
quality, at Lucien K. Green & Son. daughter.
Pease—At Knox Hospital, May 13,
1-tf
to Sheriff and Mrs. Willard Pease,
a daughter.
Kennedy—At Camden Community
, Hospital, May 14, to Mr. and Mrs.
I John Kennedy, a son—William
Raymond.
MARRIED

M* Mala Street

Kennedy-Gerow—At Waldoboro,
May 12, Harold Wiliam Kennedy of
Wadoboro and Miss Marjorie Ann
Gerow of Rockland—by Rev. Harold
Prescriptions
Nutter.
Carefully Compounded
.Armstrong-Olson — At Tenant’s
MAIL ORDERS FILLED
Harbor, May 5, Robert Harold
17-tf Armstrong of Thomaston and Joan
Sigrid Olson of St. George.—by
Rev. Earle Hunt
Winchenbach--Lawless—At Rock
GAME PARTY
land, May 12, Albert Winchenbach,
of Rockland and Jean Lawless of
EVERY FRIDAY
Thomaston.—by Rev Fr. George
At 7.M P. M.
Goudreau.
TOWER ROGM
Butley-Ryley—At Hillsboro N H.
COMMUNITY BUILDING
May 12, Charles S Butler of Waldo
Aaeplcea Knights ol Columbp*
1-tf boro and Ruth Ryley of Hillsboro,
N H.
Wadsworth-Ames—At Rockland,
May 13, Walter John Wadsworth
of Camden and Miss June Elaine
Ames of Rockland—by Rev. Merle
S Conant.
BeckUW. M«.

RUSSELL
Funeral Home

CARL M. STILPHEN
LADY ASSISTANT
M HOUR AMBULANCE
SERVICE

PHONE 701
I CLAREMONT STREET
ROCKLAND, ME.
I-tf

DIED

Met A Stem Test

The Courier-Gazette Crew State Group In Sessions At
Functioned Perfectly
Thorndike Hotel: Virginia
Though Five Mem
Sweeney Candidate For
bers Short
State Secretary Post
Mrs. Hugh Benner <Naomi Rack
liff) assumed her duties as a mem
ber of the front office staff of The
Couriir-Gazette yesterday and to
morrow morning Mrs. Donald Morang (Virginia Farrell) will orce
again take her place at a Courier
linotype keyboard. Both are high
ly valued, former members of this
newspaper staff and both connec
tions are permanent, thouga not
full time as yet.
Shirley D. Barbour became lino
type chief ma.hinist operator suc
ceeding the late Harry G. Cole
and Mrs. Maryon Garriscn relin
quishes some of her office duties to
take over advertising solicitation
though retaining her position as
assistant to Cashier Jesse Bradstreet. She will be associated with
William Bums, Jr., staff artist, in
handling ad sales.
Gordon Wotton was advanced to
:he responsible post of charge of
the correction bank and Theodore
Sylvester, a former employe of this
newspaper, will become a perman
ent member of the ad comp crew
part-time, through peak load.
This swift reorganization of the
crew was made necessary by the
turn of events which saw a veter
an, part of the firm, Harold G.
Cole, lost through death; Mrs. Ella
Ntwman of the front office a sur
gical patient in a Boston hospital;
Capt. Kenneth I. Orcutt, ad comp
and photo engraver, lost to the
Armed services with Mrs. Elmer
Leonard ad solicitor resigned to
start employment yesterday with a
Camden dress shop, and William
McLellan, ad compositor in New
York on unavoidable leave of one
week.
Visitors at the plant yesterday
were amazed to see the manifold
activities proceeding quietly and
strictly on schedule, a fine com
mentary on the train ng and top
loyalty of the action of an ace
crew under fire. The only varia
tion in the day’s routine was a full
group session for briefing on the
handling of the situation at 8 a. m

BURPEE
Funeral Home

allows every fam

ily to keep the ex
pense

within

TELS. ,190—624-M
110-112 LIMEROCK ST.
ROCKLAND, ME.

and

In Municipal Court
Harold Darling, Jr., of Hill street
Rockland, was fined $20 and costs
of $2.70 in court Saturday on
charges of operating a motor ve
hicle after his license had been re
voked by the Secretary of State.
The arrest was made by Rockland
police.
• • • •
Austin I^chardson,
Rockland
lumber operator, was fined $20 and
costs of court or 10 days in jail on
charges of trespass on improved
property. Charges were brought by
Albert Quinn of Rockville. He al
leged that Richardson had tom
down a stone wall on property
leased by Quinn to repair a road
for his lumber operations. The
court also informed Quinn of his
civil court rights in the case.
• • • •
Percy Colson, of Willow street
Rockland was before the court on
charges of reckless driving and
leaving the scene of an accident
without making himself known.
The case was continued for one
week for trial. The police action
arose from an accident on Old
County Road Saturday afternoon
in which a car allegedly driven by
Colson left the highway
and
crashed several highway barrier
posts near the Sam Doe farm.
• • • •
Thomas Gower. Jr., of Thomas
ton street, Rockland was fined $15
and $5 costs on charges of operat
ing a car with inadequate brakes
He appealed to Superior Court and
supplied bail of $50.
• • • •
John E. Williams of Camden paid
a $10 fine on speeding charges
brought by Rockland police.

Cottage To Let
For Months of August and
September, Cottage To Let at
Lucia Beach, Ash Point. Plas
tered, modern conveniences, fire
place, four bedrooms. Will sell
to right party. Write to

W. L. CLARK
9 SUMNER ROAD
CAMBRIDGE, MASS.

Ambulance Service

i-tf

its means.

rfi

Thomaston

mains
t<l

e,o

bocklanc

A Birthday Supper
Levi Keizer ceiebrateed his T5th
birthday Saturday with a supper
party at his home on Dexter street
A delicious lobster stew, with all
the fixings, and two birthday cakes,
was served by his daughters, Mrs.
Kenneth Feyler and Mrs Everett
Wall and his daughter-in-law, Mrs
Clayton Keizer Mr Keizer was
presented several nice gifts. The
group included his fellow workers
at the Rockland and Rockport Lime
Corp: Rudolph Gilley, Leroy Kal
loch, Robert Bald, Jr, Arthur
Luther, A. P. Snowman, Harold
Snowman, Oliver Holden, Thad
Grotton, Antonio Murgita, Clar
ence Raye. Henry Benner and Ray
mond Athearn, his four sons, Ed
win, Irving, Horace and Clayton,
his grandchildren Pauline and
Clayton Keizer, Jr. and Everett
Wall-

Rockville,

hog boar.

Please

A converted Canadian sub-chaser notify Maurice Leonard, Route 17,
the Amy May, of Charlottetown, Rockville or Tel. 1592-M1 collect.
Prince Edward Island, was in port
Monday with lobsters and halibut
consigned to Massachusetts con
cerns. She has been making regu
lar trips from the provinces for the
past three months.

FUNERAL

PLAN

The 32d annual convention for
the League of Women Voters of
Maine opened at 10 o’clock this
morning at the Thorndike Hotel
Presiding ever the two-day -ession
was Mrs. Austin Jones of Veazie
State president.
The genera! sessions will be held
today and the business sessions on
Wednesday.
Mrs. Harold Walton of Falmouth
is scheduled for the key speaking
position in today’s program. She
will speak at the luncheon at noon
’’Living In a Mobilized World”
will be the subject of the dinner
speaker, Gerald Grady of the Uni
versity of Maine department of
history and government at 6.30
Miss Dorothy Lawry of Rock
land heads the nominating com
mittee of the State group and will
report today the lists prepared by
her committee Elections will be
held Wednesday morning.
Mrs. Virginia Sweeney of Rock
land, it is understood, is to be a
candidate for the post of State
secretary of the Maine League of
Women Voters.

Britain remains the world's big
gest tea drinker, but imports were
The resident members and ma
off 25,000,000 pounds in 1950
trons at the Home for Aged Wom
en were made very happy on Moth
er’s Day by the gift of Summer
BOAR LOST!
REWARD—Lost from truck Mon
dresses, each individually wrapped,
by Sam Savitt of Sam Savitt’s Inc. day afternoon, between Jefferson

Cole—At Rockland, May 13, Har
old G. Cole, age 70 years. Funeral
Wednesday, 3 o’clock from Burpee
Funeral Home, Rev. Charles Mon
teith officiating Interment in Sea
View Cemetery.
Stanley—At Rockland, May 13,
Herman Austin Stanley, age 76
years. Funeral today. Tuesday, at 2
o’clock from Burpee Funeral Home.
Rev. Merle Conant Officiating. In
terment in Achom Cemetery.
For social items In The CourierRossitter—At Camden, May 12,
Gazette. Phone 1044. City
tf
Frank Rossitter.

ARRANGEMENT

Women Voters Here

53-60

By Ralph
Most everyone loves the blue
bird for its gentle, unassuming and
peaceful disposition. Poets and
song writers have long referred to
them as the symbol of happiness,
and their coming in the Spring
really verifies all earlier signs that
this welcome season is upon us.
At this time of year thev appear
suddenly about one’s dooryard in
pairs and their mute presence, ex
cept for an occasional low chipping
as they flutter about your fruit
trees, almost seems like a vision of
some long hoped for moment when
peace, happiness and contentment
is everywhere.
Just about now the males are
dressed in their brightest courting
raiment ot dazzling blue and are
very concerned regarding the wel
fare of their usually larger and
more somber colored mates. The
big business at hand is for the
mated pair to select a suitable
dwelling place in which to raise a
family.
Mrs. Bluebird is very particular,
almost to the point of being down
right unreasonable, in this respect,
and several days are spent by Mr
Bluebird looking over many possible
locations before exactly the right
one is found that suits his fasti
dious mate. Then, and only then, is
he repaid for the haughty scorn she
has heaped upon him for his many
unsuitable selections and they
settle down to building and protect
ing the little home he has worked
so hard to find.
Bluebirds are not too cautious
when the home is under construc
tion and they work together dili
gently with little concern of prowl

Page Three
firmly and pulled it in beside her.
A TRIBUTE
At about this moment "hubby”
Harry Cole was the linotype chief
alighted on the threshold with a
of The Courier-Gazette The re
huge bill-full of fine material which
he deposited in the opening. The sponsibilities connected with the
next instant the stubborn piece of perfect operation of the three big
staraw snapped out again pushing machines was his first interest and
the fine material into his face and his pride He watched over them
scattering it to the ground. Sur with matchless skill, he coddled
prised, he hopped to a nearby limb them with a mother’.. care—and
and regarded the opening suspi they never failed.
There wa- a rich charm about
ciously. Presently the Mrs. came
out. seized the offending straw by Harry Cole as re6ardt„ his rela
the end and pulling with all her tion with men that lound its best
i might and fluttering her wings she expression in his favorite role of
! extracted it from the nest and host to groups of close men friends
at his beloved cottage at South
dropped it to the ground.
Mr. Bluebird watched its descent Hope, a practice covering some two
W Tyler
I closely and immediately returned it decades. Those day- of masculine,
virile enjoyment will never be for
ing cats, humans and predatory to his exasperated spouse thinking gotten by those privileged to be in
she
had
dropped
it
by
mistake.
No
birds, choosing to rush the job to
that charmed circle of intimate
completion and have faith that human ever expressed their dis- friends
' Holes’ Kamp" is very
i
pleasure
more
convincingly
than
nothing will molest them.
quiet today.
she did for site pecked him savage
To miss watching at least one
He lived an active life of hard
ly on the neck and drove him off
pair of bluebirds make their nest
work and hard play. When The
after a better offering. Nor was
each Spring would be like ignoring
Courier-Gazette moved into its
she any improved when he returned
the fragrance of the first maynew building two decades ago, Mr.
a few minutes later with some extra
flower. and besides this, there is
Cole ^corned the aid of outside ex
fine straws of which he was very
sure to develop in the seriousness
perts and moved three linotypes
proud, for she literally snatched
at which they work, a number of
piece by piece, never missing an
them from his bill and refused to
humorous incidents that are really
issue. His devotion to his job was
let him take them into the nest.
worth noting.
a fine thing, a part of the man.
Several trips later however her
In the early stages of nest build heart softened and he was in her He closed the final chapter as he
ing, both birds, he an energetic good graces again, and before I left had frequently voiced the wish to
trim and fine appearing fellow and they were taking turns going in and do—in the harness This newspa
she a rather critical, plump and out to see if everything was al per and its great family are the
poorer for his passing.—John M.
deliberate spouse, take material to right.
Richardson.
the nest.
Ten
American
league
pitchers
This is poked hurriedly into the
Summer Casuals
in Narrow
entrance and trampled down to hurled 20 or more home run balls Widths. Quality Shoe Shop. 310
make a foundation for the finer during the 1950 campaign.
Main Street, Rockland.
58-60
covering on which the precious
The Rockland Awning Co. tele
eggs are to be laid Then Mrs phone number is 1036-M.
58*60
Bluebird stays around the nest
Factory built roll :op desk for
tucking in loose ends, hopping in
SATURDAY, MAY 19
and out and appraising her handi sale, light oak finish; also Gas Re
5.00 to 7.00 P. M.
work proudly, while her husband frigerator. very good condition.
ST
PETER
S UNDERCROFT
Tel.
352-M4
between
6
and
7.30.
wears himself ragged bringing in
Aprons and Candy on Sale
58*60
the finishing material.
It was about at this stage a few
days ago that I encountered a pair
of bluebirds working in an orchard
near my home and I sat on a stone
I wish to say a sincere "thank you” to each and
wall nearby to watch. Mrs. Blue
every
one who helped make the opening of Nichols’
bird appeared to be rather exasper
Barber Shop such a success. The beautiful flowers,
ated a a long piece of rather stiff
straw that protruded through the
the assistance of all who worked so faithfully to
opening. Repeatedly she would
make the opening possible, the many kind words,
take the end in her bill and push it
all are deeply appreciated.
into the nest only to have it snap
I regret being unable to accommodate all who
out through the hole again when
came in but hope you'll stop in again.
she let go of it. This went on for
several minutes.
ALFRED NICHOLS.
Then she went inside, grasped it
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sale; modern conveniences, 150' ell. Mrs, Edna Jones, Mrs. Charles Wednesday night at the second son City. Mo., where she will vis-] Representative Henry A. Albert
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LOBSTER Boat for quick sale, screened piazza: shrubs, white birch
ONE Kitchen Range with oil
formed Warren Lions Club, to be
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cubical TYatipnt election as assistant floor leader Helen 00 • Mr-•
burner for sale. Good baker, suit 35'. beam 11', draught 3’i’, Ker- trees; 4 large bedrooms, cross ven and Mi--. Ernest Young of this’
A. C. Heald is a surgical patient
ted
and Mrs. Connie Waning attended
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at Knox Hospital.
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The Courier-Gazette for informa
entertainment and
Mrs. Dana
er's Day with her mother, Mrs
Mr. and Mis. Donald Wallace ana ] Brownville, Lakeview Plantation
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•Made to Your Specifications
Mary Jones in Springfield, Mass.
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gues: Friday night of Crescent
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MAYNARD ~GLENWOOD-Range for
ale,
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YVilliam Barrett.
Robert Creamer of Connecticut,
Jameson, son and daughter ol
CURTIS.__________________ 56‘58 cream and green enamel: with or Temple when the plans for the
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home with his family over the
Sunday at
WHIZZER Bike. 1947, for sale; without oil burner. CALL Thom
CUSHING
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week-end.
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Mr. and Mrs. Nelson Calderwood
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\
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was guest of her daughter,
ROCKLAND, ME.
COTTAGE
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modem,
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V-type
bottom,
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““ ^-Mrs. Robert Creamer and family
46-T-58 for sale: also General Electric Re MER ST. _________________ 58 60 nished, except silver, linen, over and Mrs. Fred Richards, leader and ding in Waldoboro Satuiday
Irving Fales.
i Sunday.
looking Friendship Harbor MRS.
frigerator, white Gas Stove. TEL.
LONG Slabs for sale, partly dry. L. J. WALLACE Friendship. Tel. assistant leader of the troop. In
Edwards Matthews received word]
Albert Orff is on a business trip
Butler-Ryley
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56*58 Cord $7. TEL. 862-Raddition there will be specialties
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of the death of his sister, Mrs. Da56*58
ONE Underwood Sunstrand Elec
]to Nova Scotia.
' Miss RUth Ryley, daughter of
Plays and their casts are, “Break
13-POOT Fisherman’s Dory, out —iioDDF. Sedan. 1936. tudor. for
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ences. One mile from Rockland.
recently.
call Waldoboro 145-13. JOSEPH H. CO., Rockport
58-60 BURDELL’S DRESS SHOP. School dra Mank and Sandra Mitchell;
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BUTTERS.
56-65
Methodist Brotherhood meets parents, Mr. and Mrs Frank Crute. ! Charles F. Butler and the late
SAGADAHOC Fertilizer, for sale;
SCOTT-Atwater Motor for sale; street, Rockland.
55tf and '‘The First Formal” with Mar
YVednesday, May 16. at the vestry
also certified Seed Potatoes (A few
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7'i n.p. Used about 24 hours. Al-=o
jorie Cousins, Marjorie Wiley, In
Fifty-three members of Acorn senator Charles F. Butler were
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PULLETS for sale, a nice lot of
50tf One white enamel 1949
nesday night when the Ladies De
Final
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for
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The bride was attended by her
j luggar engine, used two Summers. approximately 500, ten weeks old
ren, Appleton, Union, High Schools
30' POWER Boat width 8'4' . with model, just like new, the . for sale. Price $800
gree Team of Acorn Grange con- sister, Mrs. Warren Day and best
Singers' second concert will be held
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MAURICE
will
be
the
entertainment.
cabin and canopy for sale; Chrys other a varnished case, por i BROWN'S BOATYARD. North Ha- LEONARD. Route 17, Rockland. this evening (Tuesday) at 7 p. m„
Rpthet R/>boif!)h indoo nk - a Iferred the Tllird and Fourth De- man was Donald Harrington.
ler Crown straight drive: all new celain lined, remote control, [ ven, Me.
Butler was “ at
58-69 TeJ 15O2-M1.
57-59 a; the Baptist Church auditorium. guXifiiXXXX
in October 1948; may be seen at both in A-l condition, just
BIRD Houses and Feeding Sta
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.
. charge
.
Grange.
and Keene
N zi,
H NorThe Eaptist fellowship supper «freshments
SEX-LINK Pullets for sale, 26c
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of Shirlev 1 Tree an<J five of Acorn
.
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ixeene, n.
what you need for beer, a tions for sale, large ass’t RAYE’S each, from championship stock, will be served at 6 p. m. at the _
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r
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c
,
mal
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for sale on the south end of
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Qarter Qf Wald(>boro
Washers, white colored and shingle roof; overhead doors; side
Fred Perkins, Jr., G A. Aspey and
door 26x66”; windows each side
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chicks from Pullorum
Keizer, Eleaiifir' Dirion. Lorna Mes
black Cook Stoves, 2 oil and 2’4’’x2’8”, $650. all new material. straight-run
Stonington called Sunday on Mr. ;
____________
clean U. S approved stock, for Fred Starrett were guest officers
roads, Central Maine Power
ser, Malcolm Robbins, Milton Hilt and Mrs. Richard Fales.
gas Comb. Stoves, Franklin TEL 8897 evenings or inquire at 23 sale. MELVILLE W. DAVIS, Dutch
Thursday night at Germania Lodge.
line on about all of the
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Type
Fireplace,
Electric Holmes street days.
57*59 Neck Hatchery. Tel. 122-23. Wal IO.O.F., in Waldoboro, serving as David Barker. Mary Alice Barker,
Lester Delano is in Nova Scotia
shore, near Meadow-Lark
Guest officers from Naomi Chap4-t.f
Paul Doughty, Ronald Linwood of . ,
Stoves for cottages, Home STRAWBERRY Plants, for sale, doboro
noble grand, and right and left
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ing Heaters, and a whole lot hundred, $18 per thousand. HER
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St.,
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HAROLD B KALER
58-60 and Mrs. Charles Foster and Miss and Mrs. Ben Nichols, Mr. and Mrs. ford were week-end guests of Mr.
Thomaston. TEL. Thomaston 26-3. Thomaston.
of the best places in Maine
on display a doll with complete
John
Creighton.
Mrs.
Lela
Has

At WASHINGTON, ME.
57*59
WOMAN for general work want Stella Comery.
and Mrs. Merle James Sunday.
for a hunting lodge.
wardrobe of clothes, dear to a
kell, Mrs. Charlotte Hawes. Miss
Tel. 5-25
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ed at once in small inn. For in
Guests also were Mrs. Ruth Rock
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HAROLD B KALER
Mrs.
Leland
Philbrook
returned
55-tf
child’s heart, ail made and donated
Betty
Harding,,
Miss
Florence
formation
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Tel.
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well and Mr. and Mrs. Raymond
WASHINGTON, ME.
home Thursday from Knox Hospi Thurston.
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Rockland,
where
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been
58-59
Rackliff. The doll bed w*as made
Rockville, Me.
To Attend Girls’ State
Fred Killeran is seriously ill at and given by the Worthy Patron,
Route 17-220 from Rockland POUND, Spruce Head, Me- Open
57-59
CHTIJ9REN wanted to care for a patient for a few days.
Faye
Robbins,
only
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oi
home.
25 Miles.
Sundays and holidays. Tel. Rock
Mr. and Mrs. Malcolm Hill re
Harold Dowling.
1938 BUICK Sedan for sale. In this Summer. Apply in person; 1
55-tf land 420.
56tf good running condition. AGNES L High St., Thomaston. MRS. AL turned Friday to Brockton, Mass., Mr. and Mrs. Holman Robbins, has
Mrs. Elliott Wotton of Friend-'
been
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to
attend
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State
ship spent several days recently I Mrs. Rose Hall and Mr. and Mrs.
58* lt after having been with Mrs. Wil
TUBEROUS Begonias, Gloxinias, HART. Hope. Me. Tel Lincolnville BERT MILLS.
Albert Elwell and daughter of
at
Colby
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Double
Petunias,
Geraniums,
and
34-21.
57*59
with her grandmother, Mrs. Har
QUALITY FUEL OILS
CAPABLE Woman wanted for liam Cunningham for several days
Waldoboro
were Sunday guests of
other
blossoming
plants,
shrubs,
sored
by
Storer-Collins-Harding
Range, Fuel and Diesel Olla,
riet Forsblom.
1930 MODEL A Ford for sale, general housework Good pay, live
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Allen.
perennials and pansies. DEAN’S
Legion Auxiliary of Union.
out. TELEPHONE 404. Camden.
Motor Oils and Greases,
good
tires
and
motor.
Sealed
beam
Mr. and Mrs. Merle James were
NURSERY, 325 Old County Road,
MEDOMAK
Craig White, who has been em
58-60
57*59
Miss Robbins is a Junior of guests Tuesday of Mr. and Mrs.
Cities Service Gasoline
el. 348-J.
55tf lights. TEL 853-W4.
ployed in St. Louis, Mo., joined his
Mrs.
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Genthner
is
spend
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High
School
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Stephen
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for
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, .
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1
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Class
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j
their
first
plane
ride
when
Mr.
58*60
! Machine.
Seen at RAYMOND
Ashley Genthner in Hartford, Conn. in social affairs connected with ] Etnier took them up in his sea- Monday for Boston, where he will
JO TILLSON AVE.,
TEL. SM
GENTHNER’S. Rockville, or call
GOOD Paying 800-family Route
be employed.
Mr. and Mrs. Verg Prior qnd the high school. A member of the
ROCKLAND, ME,
Let Us Give You An Estimate
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179-3 Waldoboro.
57*59 now open for man with car, living
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Mrs. Emma Hope is a guest of her
children
were
callers
at
Port
Clyde
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On Laying a Beautiful, Smooth
along the coast.
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necessary.
Free
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for
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by
the
Reino Saastamoinen was host to I
On North Haven
8EVEN-ROOM House with bath
she will remain for several weeks.
Mr. and Mrs. Irving Simmons of applicant is outstanding quality of
Take Care Of
Large House, hardwood floors, help and training. Write WAT
the H. P. H. Men's Club Friday
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KINS
CO.
Box
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Dept.
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Muscongus spent last week with leadership and
[
fireplaces,
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hot
water
good
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night.
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AVE.
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58*61 Mrs. Frank Collamore.
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ARMSTRONG CONGOLEUM— ! heat, (needs new boiler), large lot Newark, N. J.
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j
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shade
trees,
one
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USHERS wanted — Opportunity
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Hannemann
Mrs. Robert Whitman of Hart After attending thie school she
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S
QUALITY—Strawberry Plants for
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FELT BASE, INLAID, RUBBER ' best locations in town and with for neat-appearing High School ford, Conn. was the recent guest should be able to enter civic af
of Bangor are at their cottage on
sale. Large fibrous rooted. State in
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The
Head where they wil spend
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the
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McLains.
spected. Howard 17. Temple, Fa rFLOORS
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from
the
training
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land, Fairfax, Sparkle. Catskill. 100.
Guaranteed Installations,
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Mrs. Regina Carter and Mrs. from this school.
' interested in Summer or year- ply in person at STRAND THE
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Mrs.
Hugo
Laurila,
Mrs.
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Mrs Danforth of Augusta spent
TEL. 939
j round home at North Haven should ATRE. ’
58-60 Josie Burns spent several days at
Walter Chapman, Mrs. Robert
Bay, 100. $6; 1000. $30; Gem Everi inspect this property.
Australia produces one fourth of
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bearing. 100, $4; 1000 $26. Sprayed
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and
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Kenneth
Wilson
S
L. A. THURSTON,
week.
Pauline McLain has been visiting the world's wool.
family of five. All modern appli
and fumigated, freshly dug, post
attended open house at Blaine
38 Beech St.,
Rockland, Me. ances to do with. May live out.
Joseph Hooper, who fell reeenty,
paid. Folder free. SYLVESTER
her
aunt, Edith Gilmore in Keizer
57tf TEL Thomaston 34-12.
House in Augusta. Mrs. Kendall injuring his shoulder is improving
57-59 Falls.
& SKINNER. Belfast, Me. Tel.
TO
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Orff and Mrs. Clarence Lunt, also and now at a convalescent home
579 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND, ME.
56S-W4.
46-72
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Mr. and Mrs. Floyd Carter and
46-T-58
collectors, were unable to attend.
ELECTROLUX CLEANERS S.EF, % The Courier-Gazette.
ROOM
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Union
St.,
BARRELS for sale. Useful for
in Rockland.
daughter of Bath was the recent
57tf
Mrs. Gladys Davis, chairman of
Rockland. TEL- 970-M
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SERVICE
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Hupper were
guest of Mrs. Carter's sister, Mrs.
also two quart Bottles, Rubber
ALL-Rour.d Carpenter wanted at Kenneth Genthner.
FURNISHED modern four-room the Red Cross Drive reports a total at Deer Isle for several days last
STRAWBERRY
Plants
for
sale;
ELECTROLUX
COMPANY
Stoppers, Chains, Nails, Paint,
'once at 23 HOLMES ST.
57*59
! Apt. and bath to let, private en- collection of $76. Co-workers were week.
Mr. and Mrs. Aster Willey was at ] trance, in excellent location. Tet,
second-hand Pipe and Iron MOR Howard 17, Catskill, Temple and TEL. 269-R,
ROCKLAND, ME.
Mrs. Kenneth Sevon, Mrs. Alfred
Howard,
17.
Catskill.
State
inspected
WANTED
and Mrs. George Gee of
RIS GORDON & SON, 6 T St.
Round Pond last Sunday.
] 855-J
____________
57*59 Orne. Mrs. Carl Young, Mrs. Reino BeMr.
57-59
,montj Mass _ spent the past
39tf and sprayed. $2 per 100: $18 1000
Boat
builders,
wood
workers.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
L.
W.
Osier
and
SIX-Room
Apartment
and
bath
C.O.D. orders filled. LEROY LUCE,
Saastamoinen. Mrs. James Young week in town
DODGE ton Pick-up for sale; Washington. Me. Tel 9-14
53*65
23'DOUBLE-Ender Boat for sale. Steady work. Defense plant. family visited at Head Tide recent ] to let; 136 Pleasant St., heated 7 and Mrs. Robert Laaka.
18,000 miles. $650. BICKNELL’S
Mr. and Mrs. Eugene Smith of
months,
price
$50.
TEL.
1051-R
6’ beam, rigged for Iobetering, small Luders Marine Construction ly.
HARDWARE.
50tI
FOR SALE
cabin, mod. A Ford engine fresh
Fort Lauderdale, Fla., arrived last
57*59
Mrs. Dana McLain and sons were
I have for sale 24 passen water cooled. Westhaven hauler, all Co., Stamford, Conn.
SINGLE Furnished House. 2 LOST AND FOUND week for several months' holiday.
visitors at her parents, the Stover's
ger Bus, 40 vintage, with 48 in good condition, priced right.
57-59 one day last week.
small rooms, flush, to let. Tel
v™.
.„ , . . 7
7 TT | Several people from town att-endYEDLOW short-hairedmale
Cat, ,
7 »
motor, ready to go, and in VTRGTL C. WALLACE Jefferson MAN to work on dairy farm
Verg Prior and son. Vcrnard, 289-M. JOHNSON, 111 Pleasant lost- V. L. PACKARD 45Granite ] €d the concert of
the various High
St..
Waldoboro.
Tel.
175-11Home
St.
56tf
perfect condition. I have a
wanted
Also
man
for
milk
room
St. Tel. 347-M
’
58*60 | School bands held at the Rock
were at Rockland Wednesday.
Sat. and Sun or after 6 p. m.
and
drive
truck.
No
liquor
1941 Dodge Dump Truck,
TWO-Room furnished Apt to let.
57 >59
William McLaughlin is working
NOTICE—Is hereby given of the land Community Building, in
COMPLETE PAINT JOBS
ALFORD LAKE JERSEY FARM.
with flush TEL. 1379-R; 34 Ful
4-wheel drive, this is For
at
the
Post
Office
while
the
Post

loss
of deposit Book No. 31647 which the enterprising St George
REAL ESTATE
ANY TYPE TRUCK REPAIRS
Union, Me.
56-58
ton St.
56*58
Sale also, a large bunch of
standing in the name of Dorothy B new band had a prominent part.
Situated on Route 1, Guest
RADIATOR CLEANING AND
mistress is on vacation.
WASTE
remova
wanted;
also
DOWNSTAIRS Apt. (5 rooms) to Frost Howe and the owner of said
Used Cars. 2 wheel trailer House for sale, all modern, price
REPAIRS
Miss Alice George of Thomaston
sand, gravel and fill for sale. Tel.
, let. Write to P. O. BOX 505. 51tf book asks for duplicate in accord
and a whole lot more, have reduced $2000 for quick sale.
ANT TYPE OF WELDING
was a guest of Mrs. Paul Hanne223-W,
LESTER
SEAVEY.
56*58
OWL
’
S
HEAD
FOUR-Room Apt. to let; modem ance with the provisions of the
Also a few cottages, farms and
a 4-yard body with hydraulic
man two days this week.
CARPENTER Work of any kind
There will be a meeting of the bath; electric range and refrigera State Law.
will sell cheap. If I listed all houses, good location
wanted.
One-car
garages
$500.
in

tor; hot water heat, thermostat
If you have a well-situated prop
ROCKLAND SAVINGS BANK.
Ingraham
Hill
Mother's
Club
at
the
Africa supplies the most of the
of the things I have for sale, erty that you wish to sell quickly cluding labor and materials, $550
778 MAIN 8T„ ROCKLAND, Ml.
] control; $12.50 per week. Over
By Sidney H Pierce, Treas.
ivory.
TEL. 202-W
I would have to buy some and at a reasonable price, if it is with overhead doors. New flat school at 7.30 Wednesday night. ] Carr’s Store, 536 Main St. TEL 24.
Rockland, Maine,
1-tt
newspaper, come and see for property that I can use, I will be roofs without nails. Concrete side Refreshments will be served.
May 8- 1951
55-T*61
51 tf
yourself. Have 2 Gun Type glad to make you a cash offer for it. walks and driveways; 27 years' ex
FOUR-ROOM
Apt.
to
let;
new
NOTICE
is
hereby
given
the
perience in building. Estimates MISCELLANEOUS bath, hot water, second floor, pri- ! loss of deposit book numberof11660
L. A. THURSTON.
FOR SALE—Have a few used Oil Burners for furnaces, and
cheerfully
given.
TEL.
921-R
days,
38
Beech
St
,
Tel.
1159
White Oil and Gas Combination new Fairbanks-Morse Power
WANTS TO SEE YOU
' vate entrance, unfurnished. Adults ] and the owner of said book asks for
54*60
57tf 8897 evenings.
LAWN Mowers—Come and see . only, $40. P. O. BOX 506. 46tf ■ duplicate in accordance with the
Stoves, some Black Stoves, with Oil
ABOUT
Lawn
Mowers
Burners. Electric Stove, Used Deep
ANTIQUES and Used Furnish [ us about the type of power and
SMALL
Furnished
Apartments
to
P
rov
i
s
i°
ns
of
the
State
Law.
KNOX
HAROLD B KALER
Freeze, Electric Washers, and Elec
ings wanted, attic contents, etc. ] hand mowers that are the most let. Apply in person, 11 JAMES C°LINTY TRUST CO., by Lendon
GOODYEAR TIRES
tric Refrigerators, that I will sell
WASHINGTON. ME
WEAVER'S, 91 Main St. Thomas economical to operate and service. gr.
itf Jackson, Treas., Rockland Branch,
43-62
cheap. If you are looking for some Tel. 5-25
on. Tel. 345-2.
50-63 We can also save you money on the
Open Sundays
Rockland Me., May 1, 1951.
HEATED and unheated furnished
used stuff, we have it at price- you Route 17-220 from Rockland
ALTERATIONS and Repair Work J purchasing of a Garden Tractor. Apts- to let. V. F. STUDLEY. 77 -------------------------- :-----can afford to pay I also have 3
done at the Mend-It Shop. 102 EMIL RIVERS, INC., 342 Park St., j Park St
25 Short Miles.
Tels 8060 or 1234. ltf
reasonably priced Farms that I
47tf
FACTORY ENGINEERED
Union St., Grove St. entrance. Tel Rockland.
55-tf
A GOOD JOB FOR YOU
will sell. Whatever you need, see
Farms, homes, variety 1680. EVA AMES.
RENT our Floor Sanding Ma
58*64
'
Bl
Kaler.
HAROLD B. KALER
STRAWBERRY Plants for sale;
PARTS
chines. Do the job yourself. We
GRANITE LIVES FOREVER
WASTE Paper wanted, newspa
Washington. Me. Tel. 5-25. Open Howard 17 $2.50 per 100: $1000 and general stores, hotels,
tell you how. STUDLEY HARDFor
AU
Chrysler
Make Cara
pers,
books,
magazines,
corrugat

Walks,
Steps,
Posts,
Fireplaces,
385 days every year.
49tf per 500; $18 per 1000 State in restaurants. If you wish
| WARE. Tel. 20, Thomaston.
ed boxes. Inquire 55 TILLSON
Mooring Stones and Chain, Ash
Dodge-Plymouth-Chrysler
spect!
CHESTER
I
EON
ARD
5
30tf
WE have some reasonably-priced
to buy or sell contact
AVE , City._________________ 147tf
lar, Veneer, Pier Stone, Wail and
DeSoto
used cars for sale If you do not Thomas street, Camden. Tel. 798
FIVE-ROOM unfurnished Apt.,
Estimates
TOP prices paid for all kinds of Foundation Stone.
No
mail
orders.
54*65
want to buy one. perhaps you ha' e
I
to
let,
cold
water
furnished;
adults
WEST
FARM
AGENCY
Also Dodge Job-Rated
Junk, iron, steel, metals, batteries gladly submitted. No obligation.
one to sell. We buy, and sell, do
BURROWFS ALUMINUM
Mrs. Faye Smith, Representative and rags. MORRIS GORDON & HOCKING GRANITE INDUS | only. Apply BICKNELL'S HDWRE.
Truck Parts
some horse trading, sell on time Combination Storm Window and
CAMDEN ST.. ROCKPORT, ME
46tf j
SON. 6 T St. Tel. 123-W.
12tf TRIES (Successors to John Mee
payments, in fact we do anything
Screen
TEL. 2754
han
&
Son),
Clark
Island,
Me.
SANDING
Machine
and
polisher
]
ANTIQUES. Glass, China, Furni
••
•’
'■» ■
■
to please HAROLD B. KALFJ
NELSON BROS. GARAGE
STI’.L AVAILABLE
P. O. BOX 384 CAMDEN
Tel. Rockland 21-W2 or Tenant’! [ to let. Also a Wall Paper Steamer.
CHOOSl THIS
515 MAIN 8T, ROCKLAND, ME,
Washington, Me. Tel. 5-25, National
E. T. LONG.
57-tf ture, old Paintings, etc wanted
!
Inquire
at
SEA
COAST
PAINT
j
Harbor 56-13.
1-tf
CARL E. FREEMAN. Glen Cove.
6ha»*mut Bank af Boston Finance
Tel. 8230 days, 1503 nights
1-tt
FINE PROFESSION NOW
i OO, 440 Main St.
2tf 1
Tel- Rockland 103ltf
Mtf
___ ___________ tf’i.

USE OUR CLASSIFIED ADS

The Chinese use shark fins for
making a thick geleinous soup.

WARREN

VENETIAN BLINDS

ROUGH FLOOR?

United
Home Supply Co.

BODY and FENDER
WORK

Rowling’s Garage

“CLAYT” BITLER

REAL ESTATE
FOR SALE

U. 5.
ARMY

Page FM
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zfT uesday-Thursday-Saturday

assisted by Mrs. Mary Dyer, Mrs.
Iarry and Barty Hopkins, Craig
Evelyn Ross. Miss Madeline PhilKirk, Geargianna and Marita Han
North Haven, Conn., May 11,
brick, Mrs Reita Holden and Miss
sen, Johnny Bradford, Sharon
Hilma Bradstreet Also the Gray Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
MRS. ALLIE LANE
Healey. Cheryl Headley, Bobby Lou, Annual Session Of the Asso
The following item
though
Correspondent
Ladies with Mrs. Evelyn Cates as
Conway, Lauretta Carter, Bobby:
ciation Held With the
strange is true.
chairman,
assisted
by
Mrs
Minerva
Williams, Joan Poor, Donna and
Church In Appleton
Telephone 88
A card sent by mail from Wash
Small, Mrs Inez Ames, Mrs. Mar
David Kalloch, Stevie’s aunt Vir- i
The
anual
meeting
of
Lincoln
ington,
Me., Jan. 18, 1914, reached
garet
Philbrook.
Mrs.
Marjorie
ginia and cousin Donnie of Rock
Until further notice the weekly
Baptist Association was held at
Cummings, Mrs. Belle Robarts, Mrs. me in New Haven, Conn., May 7th,
land
and
Mrs.
Helen
Haskell
were
meetings of the Beard of Select
Evelyn Chase, Mrs. Feme Horey 1951.
Appleton Baptist Church Thursday
men will be held Thursdays from special guests.
Thought I would add another
seck
The 4-H Club Mrs. Dorothy War. with all day and evening sessions.
7 to 9 p. m., at the Selectmen’s Of
item.
I wan: to know if the name
.The "Guests” were greeted upon
fice, instead of Saturday afternoons ren, leader, met Saturday after Morning session opened at 10
of
"Union
Common" has been
entering
the
"Hospital
Portal"
by
noon at the Firemen's Hall with a o'clock with the worship period in
as has been the custom.
Miss Mary Anderson, record libra changed to "Monument Park."
good
attendance.
The
subject
of
Miss Marilyn Carver cf Rock
charge of Miss Barbara Rozelle.
Mrs. O. G. Cuddy
rian, who is one of the oldest em
land was week-end guest of her the meeting was ‘ Planning Menus" In accord with the theme for the
ployes This is Miss Anderson's
for the next meeting May 26 a sup
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Albert Car
21st year with Knox Hospital, she
WEST ROCKPORT
per menu of baked beans, frank-I day, "Christ For the Crisis,” she
ver.
began work Aug 30. 1920
forts, brown bread, pickles, salads, i took for her text Romans 5:1 and 2
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Nutt have
Mrs. Robert Kalloch and son cake and jello was planned. The and spoke of the peace we may
In the Nurses' Home the ‘Guests" moved into their new home on
Donald of Rockland are guests of Sewing Class project has been fin have when we come boldly to the
were escorted to the large living- West street.
Mr. and Mrs. Donald Kalloch, East
room by Mrs. Fronia Kuhn, who
ished and a new one will soon be throne of grace, that no power on
Mr and Mrs. David Hamalainen
Main street.
started. Af'er the meeting a social earth is great enough to take it
has been in the hospital employ entertained a family group at din
Mr. and Mrs. Alton Hopkins who hour with games was enjoyed, away. We need not be disturbed
since Jan. 17. 1927. This will be ner Mother’s Day.
left Vinalhaven April 26 for a mo and a lunch of sandwiches and but stirred to action.
Mrs. Kuhn’s 24th year with Knox
George and Sharon Lane spent
torcycle trip weot arrived safely cookies was provided and served Rev. Orel Ward, pastor of the
Hospital.
the week-end with their mother,
at Waukesha Wisconsin, May 2 by the cooking Class. A great deal host church welcomed the group
The Hospital Auxiliary’ served Mrs. Sylvia Lane and brother Rob
Eenroute they visited relatives in of interest is being shown in the assembled there and response was
“tea," with Mrs. Bernice Havener ert a’ the home of their grand
Massachusetts. On the 1300 mile Club and a large number of War given by the moderator. Alton
as chairman; her assistants were parents, Mr. and Mrs R. J. Heald,
trip they pas.ed through 10 states Saving Bond stamps have already Green.
Mrs Charles Monteith, Mrs. Rhama
The Tuesday Club met last week
They were fortunate in having been purchased.
Routine business was transacted
Philbrick, Mrs. Ray Eaton, Mrs.
with Mrs. Henry Salminen at her
pleasant weather and good luck
and
the
reading
of
a
few
of
the
John
Stevens,
Mrs.
Walter
At the Washington Street Schoo!
home on Vinal street.
wtih the motorcycle all the way. the following pupils have not been church letters reviewing work of
Ladd, Mrs. John Richardson, Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Thurston
Mr. Hopkins is now employed at a absent for the past six weeks— the past year until 11.30 when the
Isidor Gordon. Mrs. Karl O'Brien.
Orchids to the two oldest employees of Knox Hospital in years of service. Mrs. Fronia Kuhn, left, and
spent last week as guests of their
quarry in Sussex and Mrs. Hopkins Sub primary, Miss Marcia Nye. Rev. James Sawyer of Morrill
Mrs Oram Lawry played piano
Miss Mary Anderson received the tropical blooms, wth the compliments of the staff, from Mrs. Dorothy
* later will be on the nursing staff
daughter and family in New Jer
teacher; Clyde Bickford, Jr., Lau preached the annual sermon.
selections during the afternoon tea
Folta. hospital administrator, on Hospital Day last Saturday,
sey, remaining over Mother’s Day.
He stressed how the apostle Paul
at Waukesha Memorial Hospital. retta Carter, Robert Dodge. Cheryl
from 2-4 p. m.
Mr. and Mrs. Hopkins have made Headley, Stevie Kalloch, Paul Mar was an overcomer In the many
Something refreshingly different demonstration of hospital fare. At vice, care and food to rich ana
Mother’s Day was observed at the
In appreciation of the two em
many friends here who will be glad tin, John Wahlman, Betty Young, crises that came in his life because in the way of Hospital Day Obser the head table was Mrs. Folta, pre poor alike, a hospital which has ployes who have given a total of local church with about 75 per
he surrendered himself to the all vance was staged by Supt. Mrs siding, President Elmer E. Math never refused an emergency cast
to learn of their successful trip and Cecil Phillips.
55 years’ service in the hospital, sons of all ages in attendance. Cor.
sufficient Christ. We also may i Dorothy Folta of Knox County ews, Johft M. Richardson of The because the victim could not pay
safe arrival at their destination
at 145 p m. Miss Mary Anderson, sages were presented to the fol
First Grade—'MLss Ruth Billings,
overcome when we face crisis in General Hospital
his bill. She told of the highly record librarian and Mrs. Fronia lowing: Oldest Mother, Mrs. J. F.
and that they are pleasantly locat
Friday night Courier-Gazette, City
Manager
teacher; Karen Lloyd, Roxana Cal
family, church or nation if we" put when she was hostess to 35 busi- Frederick Farnsworth, Chairman specialized work being done which Kuhn, housekeeper iNurses' Home) Heal; Youngest mother, Mrs. For
ed in their new home.
derwood, Janice Barton, William
The Eastern Star Club was en Wadleigh, Victor Romer. Second our faith in Christ and trust him , ness men and representatives of of the City Council Carl Stilphen. had been demonstrated to the were presented with orchids by Mrs rest McKinney.
the City Council and the clubs of Town Manager Putnam of Thomas guests, a 24-hour service every day Dorothy T. Folta, R.N., Adminis
One with most children present,
tertained Friday afternoon by Mrs Grade 2, Mrs. Marion Martin teach to lead.
Mrs. Henry Salminen. To avoid
ton, Director Hadlock of
tlx in the year and voiced her appre trator.
Gertrude Hall at her home on er; Louis Martin, Timothy Knox. Dinner was served at noon in the jthe City.
School street. The afternoon was Verna Stinson, Donald Woodcock. Community Hall dining room.
The first step was a thorough in Farnsworth Museum, Rev. Charles ciation of the continued public in
Posters for Hospital Day were giving two corsages to the same
A
At the opening session in the spection of all departments of the Monteith. Rev. John Barker, Almon terest which makes the hospital
devoted to sewing on the quilt pro Lorene Woodcock. Third
made by the Girl Scout Troop 10. mother the mother of next to the
and
ject of the Club, and a pleasant so. Fourth grades. Mrs. Ethel Dough afternoon Rev. M. H. Dorr. Jr., led institution which proved a revela B. Cooper, Jr., and Mrs. Margaret possible.
under their leader, Mrs. Kathleen youngest child present was given
the devotions. There was hymn tion to the men who had no idea of Gutoske. R. N., who shared with
A lively open forum preceded ad Harriman
cial occasion enjoyed.
Others were secured to Mrs. David Hamalainen. A cor
ty, teacher Albert Osgood, Janice
singing with Mrs. Ernest Reid as 1 the great size of the plant or the Mrs. Folta the difficult task of a journment.
from
the
American
Hospital Asso sage was presented to Mrs. Glen
Sven Swanson of Worcester and Wadleigh, Lida York, John Young
• • • •
accompanist. Responsive reading large amount of equipment neces- personally condudcfed tour of the
ciation especially for May 12. The ice Farmer in recognition of her
Frank Cameron of Bangor made a Barry White, Joy Knox, Arthur
The Freshman High School Stu
was followed by several prayers of j sary to its efficient operation. hospital for the group.
business men were most co-opera help with the choir. S 8. ets One
business trip here last week. While Phillips, Delwyn Webster. Edwina
fered by members of the audience. : While many of the group had either
dents
and the Eighth Grade pupils tive and displayed the posters in was also sent to the wife of the
Speaking as superintendent, Mrs
in town they were guests of Mr. Woodcock, Barbara Webb, Ronald
Dr. Dorr said "We need more than ■ been patients at the institution or Folta thanked the group for its were among the visitors who took
their windows during the week of pastor. Mrs. C. W. Small. Pansy
Swanson's parents, Mr. and Mrs. Peterson. Not absent for the year,
head and heart knowledge of had members of their families almost 100 percent attendance, and
advantage of “Open House," Na May 7. Mrs. Alma Stinson was in plants were presented to all moth
Fritz Swanson.
First grade, William Wadleigh,
Christ, we need power. That power there, only a limited part of the interest. She presented Elmer E
er’s present.
tional Hospital Day. The fol charge of placing the posters.
Union Church Circle will meet Roxana Calderwood. Second Grade
comes through prayer."
hospital had come to their atten Mathews of Rockport, president oi lowing department heads were
The ministers of the churches C W. Small gave a brief message.
Thursday afternoon at the church Timothy Knox, Third and Fourth
The missionary hour was pre tion. The thorough inspection of
A beautiful bouquet of white
the Eoard of Directors of the Hos in charge: Mrs. Camilla Don read a letter in keeping with Hos
vestry. Supper will be served at Grades, Joy Knox, Delwyn Web
sided over by the President of the the plant went far beyond their
carnations
was in memory of
pital
Day,
and
Mother's
Day.
pital,
who
with
the
modesty
char

lan.
R.
N.,
assistant
admin

5.30 p. m. The housekeepers are ster, Arthur Phillips .
Women’s Society, Mrs. C. D. Hazel expectations.
acteristic of men of true calibre istrator;
News was received here Satur
Mrs.
Margaret Gu which tie in so closely, cordially in Mrs. M A. Fogler. Ther were other
Helen Arey, Muriel Lane and
ton. The reports of officers and
It would be hard to pick the top said nothing of his 30 years as Ad toske, R.N., Miss Ruby Cameron. viting all members to visit the hos cut flowers and a potted plant
day of the death that morning of
Theresa Roberts.
directors were read and officers
| points of interest but the complete- ministrator of great hospitals, bu'. R.N.. Floor 1; Mrs. Eleanor Mut- pital, on May 12 The Posters list for decorations.
Celebrating his sixth birthday Capt. Frank Rossitter at Camden elected for the coming year.
There were two selections by the
Stevie Kalloch entertained a group where he has been ill for several A solo by Rev. Earl Hunt with i ness of the records, the operating told of the pride all may take in gita, RN. obstetric; Miss Elizabeth ing the cost of equipment were
Rockville choir with solo parts,
of young friends Saturday after weeks. Capt. Rossitter was well Rev. James Sawyer at the piano [ room with its maze of spine chill- the character of service and per Kirkwood. R.N.. operating room su made by Mrs. Margery' Lowe, also
also a solo by Vernon Hunter and
noon at the home of his parents. known here, where he made his was followed by the missionary ad [ ing equipment, the oxygen tent sonnel of Knox Hospital and the pervisor: Walter Loker and Miss place cards used on the patients’
a
piano duet, and organ and pi
trays
during
the
day.
Special
book

constant
aim
to
serve
even
better
Margaret
Oliver,
x-ray
and
labora

emergency
equipment
and
the
home
for
many
years.
Obituary
de

Mr. and Mrs. Donald Kalloch. A
dress. Miss Estelle Marlin, a mis
ano
selections by Mrs Henry Kel
lets,
with
information
regarding
all
amazingly efficient maternity ward, the people of this commun.ty and tory department; Miss Margaret
jolly afternoon was passed with ferred.
sionary from Kodiak. Alaska, gave
ler and Mrs. Glenice Farmer. Rev.
hospitals
were
distributed
to
pa

Adams,
dietitian,
dietary
depart

the
strangers
within
its
gates.
He
all
claimed
first
attention,
but
not
—
games on the lawn and in the
Dr. Walter P. Conley will be at a very comprehensive and interest a man left but with a sense ol spoke briefly of the financial prob ment; Mrs. Rachel Kenrick R. N. tients with a "Hospital Day But
house. The prize for pinning the
floral centerpiece.
his
Vinalhaven office on the ar ing account of her work. She pride in the smiling, courageous lems and how they are being met and Mrs. Shirley Lewis. Central ton.”
tail on the donkey was won by
H
The Tour of the hospital pointed
rival
of the boat, May 15, until its: told of the work at the orphanage i youngster who though in the third and looks ahead with courage ana Supply; Miss Mary Anderson, rec
Carl Stilphen loaned folding
Craig Hansen, and in the jelly bean
there, of the life among the people
out
items of interest, new painting
departure
Thursday
May
17.
56-58
chairs,
for
use
in
Nurses'
Home;
ord
librarian;
Mrs
Mildred
Calder,
confidence.
i week of her broken leg in traction
hunt by Kirk H: men. Three large
and also of how the servicemn sta
Eli Lilly Co sent a lovely hand- projects, and new equipment in
Mrs. Folta voiced the thought R N„ assistant record librarian.
had a sweet smile for all.
birthday cakes .ice cream and
Brittany like Ireland has its tioned there had brought joy to the
The tour was conducted by the painted framed picture of Florence cluded. Sprinkler System, etc., with
Buffet lunch was served in the that the group could truly see this
punch added much to the festivi emarold isles and winding bays. children who had in turn brought
was their hospital, dedicated to Red Cross Nurses Aides with Mrs. Nightingale, Walter Morse of Sils- the cost of the major items listed
assembly
room
at
the
Bok
Home
for
ties. Stevie received many nice
a bit of home to the lonely soldiers.
on each piece of equipment.
gifts. Those invited were Valerie
Norway expects to produce 150,- i A brief recess in the program Nurses and was a most palatable their service which gives good ser Pauline Saunders, as chairman. by’s Flower Shop presented the
and Clyde Orcutt, Lucy Bickford, 000 fox skins this year.
preceded the report of Rev. H. L.
—
Christie who brought some facts
about his work as district secretary.
He also gave suggestions for promo
tion of work, as Visitation. Evange
lism, Andrew Clubs, etc.
Rev. Howard T. Joslyn brought a
stirring message on Evangelism by
visitation, tracts and personal
work.
The work of Waldo Larger Par
ish was presented by Rev. Harold
Nutter and later the sum of $50
was voted as a contribution to this
field from Lincoln Ass’n.
There was the report of commit
tees and reading of more letters
before the close of the afternoon
session and the supper hour.
The evening song service was led
by Royce Miller, a young man of
the Appleton Church with Mrs.
John Sawyer of Martinsville at the
piano. A session of prayer, hymns,
testimony and scripture verses given
by the general assembly.
Election of officers followed.
About 95 registered in attendance
irst thing that people notice when
during the day. ,
than two tons, it’s as nimble as an ante this bounteous beauty pay off in another
Remaining letters were read, the
they take over a Buick is the sure lope at play.
way. On a cents-per-pound basis, it will
offering taken and special music by
footed
stance
this
fine
automobile
has
on
five girls from the local church ac
It has a generous hoodfu, of valve-in cost less to buy than anything else near
the road.
companied by Royce Miller at the
head Fireball power—packing a power its weight and power and size.
piano.
You head into a curve and hold firm and ful punch of velvet velocity.
Why not visit us real soon—like the first
Closing message of the day was by
true. You travel a turnpike without sway
Rev. Douglas Auld of Brewer, a na
thing
tomorrow —and let us show you
It comes with the smooth magic of
tive of Tenant’s Harbor. He said
or wander.
why
you
and your budget will both be
EMPLOYED MEN AND WOMEN, MARRIED OR SINGLE
Dynaflow Drive*—a lightness of steering
in part that the work of a pastor
While your w heels may dance w hen you that’s gently responsive to a lady’s hand happy with this Buick?
Don’t borrow unnecessarily, but if a loan will help you
is to build up the church that they
OMMmrtM, km md model* orv eubyeet to aAmon emtAont notooa.
pay medical or dental bills, make home or car repairs,
in turn may go out and win men
hit a stretch of washboard gravel—your —a front-end geometry that’s pure genius
or serve a similar worthy purpose—there are three ways
to Christ. Jesus taught his disciples
car holds its level course.
to get that loan at Pvi^cnal.
—the finest brakes ever put on a Buick.
to win the multitudes. We must
listen to what God speaks to us,
HOW TO GET A LOAN FAST!
A lot of things account for this hcauti- And every wheel rides on shock-eating
Repay CASH YOU GET
DYNAFLOW DRIVE* • FIREBALL POWER
1. You may phone FIRST
then go and witness to others. If
Monthly
$600
$400
—and get the cash in
fully poised performance, but it starts coil springs that are carefree and
the church fails to witness it will
4-WHtlL COIL SPRINGING • DUAL VENTILATION
one visit.
$46.70
$31.13
15 Mos.
be put aside as Israel was when
with stalwart structure and ample trouhle-frce for the life of your car.
PUSH-BAR FOREFRONT • TOROUE-TUBE DRIVE
2. Ypu may write or phone
36.69
20 Mos? 24.46
they failed to accept their Messiah.
for a loan entirely by
WHITE-GLOW INSTRUMENTS • DREAMUNE STYLING

Lincoln Baptists

VINALHAVEN

Took A Long Time

Rewarded for Long, Faithful Service

4

> Flavor In Every Leaf

Hown Whmthfe FotuuU ftuf

F

mail.
3. You may come right in
and ask for the YES
MANager.

♦ Applies to loans exempt from
Fed. Keg. W. Above payments cover

everything!
Loons of other amounts,
or for other periods, ore in propor
tion.
______________
P2A>

OVER A MILLION SERVEO LAST YEAR!

Whichever way you choose, be confident you will re
ceive the friendly, prompt service that made T&u>mal
the choice of over a million people last
fe
\tsohaS, year.
For a loan your way and fast—phone,
write, come in TODAY!
LOANS $1000 AND LESS

CN SIGNATURE, FURNITURE, CAR

I'-TWf CO*RAWr/f THAT LIKES TO JAY YES"

FINANCE CO.
OF MAINE
2nd FL, (FARNSWORTH MEMORIAL BLDG.) 356 MAIN ST.,
Phone: 1133 •
Phillip Campbell, YES MANager

OPEN SATURDAYS UNTIL NOON
leans made to residents of ell tvrroundin| teem

ROCKLAND

NORTHWARREN
The Ladies Degree Team of White
Oak Grange will confer the third
and fourth degrees at Maple
Grange, North Waldoboro. Card
parties have been held at the home
of Bejamin Perry and Benjamin
Barbour benefiting the Grange.
Mrs. Albert Grant of St. George,
and daughter Marion, were callers
recently at Mrs. Iza Mank’s.
Warren Whitney has returned to
his home in this part of the town.
Mrs. Iza Mank spent a few days
with her friends, Mr. and Mrs
Fred Foster at the village, also was
a caller at Mr. and Mrs. Herbert
Mariks. West Rockport, and spent
Saturday evening at C. A- Webb's.

weight —plenty of pounds where pounds
are needed.

You’ll also find—by a few moments of

Please don’t get us wrong. This isn’t

simple arithmetic — that the pounds in

“deadweight.” Though a Buick like the
one pictured here tips the scales at more

fl

BODY BY FISHER

^Siondord an ROADMASTER, optional ol

Wbow

exfro cott on ort»nr

better automobile* are built BUICK will build thorn

Smart Suus Stuck"

Tune in H€NHY J. TAYLOtt, ABC N#tworl, nverv Mondov evening.

C. E. HOPKINS
TELEPHONE 1000-W

712 MAIN STREET ROCKLAND

C.

W.

HOPKINS

TELEPHONE 470

BAY VIEW STREET

CAMDEN

*

r Page $!Y
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Cards And Style

THOMASTON

Dr. Allyn Peabody wa; called
professionally to Monhegan Thurs
day.
Mrs. William Cullen and Mis;
Margare: Shea of Lewiston are
guests of Miss Mary B. Cullen lor
a few days.
Arcana Lodge Knights tf Pythias
will work the rank of Knight on a
class of candidates Wednesday eve
ning, 730 at K. P. hall. S pper will
follow the meeting. Grand Chan
cellor Gordon
Harrington and
Boothbay Ledge degree team wil!
be present to do the work. All
Knights are cordially invited
Miss Priscilla Burton, a student
at Farmington State Teachers Col
lege. spent the week-end with her
parents, Mr. and Mr?. Oscar Bur
ton.
Ladies Circle meets Wednesday
at 2 p. m., at the Baptist Church
vestry with the regular 6 o'clock
supper following
Orient Lodge A. P. & A M. will
work the E. A. degree tonight at
7.30. Refre-hments after
A minstrel show will be given at
Watts Hall Friday night, May 18, 8
p. m„ to benefit the Thomas on
baseball Clippers.
Mrs. Margaret Lewis w.ll enter
tain the Farm Bureau members
Wednesday for an all day session
The t subject will be, ''Salads That
Suit”
The Friendly Circle meets to
night at 7.30 with Mrs. Betty
Shesler
Mr. and Mrs. Aaron Clark and
children were guests of her par
ents Mr. and Mrs. Darnel Keyes at
Bucksport On their return home
they were accompanied by their
daughters Norma and Rae who
were in the musical festival at
Brtwer Saturday. Norma and Rae
visited their grandparents and
aunt for the week-tnd at Bucks
port.
The Woman's Auxiliary at St
John’s Episcopal Church planned
for tonight has been postponed un
til May 22 because of he Diocesan
Convention at Portland.
Mr. and Mrs. Rafael Palomino
of Boston were guests of her

mother, Mrs. Ethel Cushing for
Mother's Day.
Those attending
the Musical
Festival at Erewer Saturday were
Principal Clyde Hatch. Miss Lois
Hastings, Mr. and Mrs. Fore>(
Etone. Mrs. Annie Rogers, Mrs
Thelma Jone-. Mr Rena Kalloch
Mr'. Orrin Treat. Jr., Mrs. Anne i
Donaldson. Mrs. Dorothy Cook and
Mrs. Ina Kei2er.
Mr and Mrs. Ralph Cush.ng and
Mr. and Mrs. Hollis Young are in
For land to attend the Diocesan
Convention
Mr. and Mrs. Eumner Leadbetter
and children Lois and Sumner, Jr.,
have returned to Orono after
spending the week-end with hi;
parents. Mr. and Mrs. Albert
Lovejoy.
Lewis Lovejoy of Lewiston spen:
th ew ek-end with Ml and Mrs
Albert Lovejoy.

Strand Theatre

That now famous industry slo
gan -Movies Are Better Than Ever”
appears to really have some teeth
in it this season, according to Bill
Coffield of the Strand Theatre as
he reviews the line-up of films
which that theatre has recently
signed contracts to exhibit during
the coming season.
Some of the most stellar attrac
tions slated for showing soon are:
"On the Riviera,” a lavish Techninicolor musical-comedy featuring
the versatile Danny Kaye along
kith Gene Tierney.
Regular release showing of
"Samson and Delilah,” one of the
greatest film epics of a decade
Getting into the middle of the
Summer will find: "Ace In The
Hole," starring Kirk Douglas and
Jan Sterling in an inspiring drama
of the newspaper profession
More musical comedy will be ac
cented with another entry of the
world's greatest new scream team.
Martin and Lewis, starring in a
rollicking new comedy that wiil
tlrkle your funny bone (Jerry
Lewis goes out for foot ball; and
"It’s Only Money" with Frank
Sinatra and Jane Russell. Bing
Crosby’s latest co-star is Jane Wy
man as they get together in "Here
Any type of Hand and
Comes the Groom. ’
There's always room for superPower LAWN MOWER
westerns in "Rawhide," 1 Tyrone
Sharpened the factory way
Power, starrer; ' Half Breed” with
Robert Young and Janis Carter;
Bring in your lawn mower
and Alan Ladd in "Red Mountain."
and have it sharpened on
Plenty of action and adventure j
our precision machine. All
will be found in: "Flying Leather- |
work done quickly and ac
necks” starring John Wayne, the
curately. Your mower will
year’s top star; "Crosswinds’ with
cut like new. A few min
John Payne and Rhonda Fleming;
utes here
, .
x/
and "Tokyo File 212.”
will save
;
These are just a few of the colyou hours
lection of films the Strand ha? I
i in the sun.ifliSgA^svs®-^
bought for Rockland’s pleasure
during the Summer months. And it
looks from where we sit that the
season’s most favorite parting
MAIN «T.
TEL. 2C S phrase will be . . ■ "Be seeing You
THOMASTON, ME.
at the movies”

.
STUDLEY ,
HARDWARE CO.

The Band Mothers’ Club held its
second successful card party and
style show at W.tts Hall May 4.
this time featuring clothe; from
tots to teens, furnished by The
Children’ Shop of Rockland and
Richardson & Libby of Thomaston.
Models were from the "younger
set” arid included Jean and Andra
Melgard, Kathleen Libby, Verna
Wotton. Mildred Young, Anita
Spaulding. Sandra Putnam, Linda
Brocks, Molly Morse. Sandra Seek
ins. Janice Hall, Jean Anderson,
James Strong, Helen Whitten, Jane
Clark. Bennie Robbins. Con
rad Harding Norma Clark. Susan
Hatch. Andrea Staples. Peggy Shes
ler, Billy Hahn, Micky Crute.
Theodore Stone. Rodney Cook.
Robert Burton. Robert Williams.
Wayne Thompson. Billy Flint, Da
vid Hardy The stage was colorfuly decorated with evergreens as
a background for a grass-covered
ramp flanked with forsythias. As
the mailer tots displayed their
models they were presented bal
loons by Mrs. Leah Brooks fur
nished by the Specialty Shop. A' sisting the girls backstage were:
Mrs Clayton Staples, Mrs. Law
rence Shesler. Mrs. Aaron Clark,
Mrs Guy Robbins, J»anne Wil
iams, Mrs Olive Hahn, Mrs. Frank
Crute, Jr. With the boys were
Robert MacFarland and Forest
Stone. Mrs. Charles Wotton as
sisted in the balcony.
Door prizes were won by Cap
tain Edward Marks and Mrs. Anna
Starrett of Warren.
The everpopular money corsage was won by
Wilbur Mor-e Among those win
ning table prizes were: Mrs. Anita
Messer, Mrs. Clement Moody, Mrs.
June Killoch. Mrs. Leila Smalley,
Mrs R. W Gcudy, Mrs. Keith
Goldsmith, Miss Gladys Doherty,
Mrs Arlene Lampinen, Mrs R. N
Cushing, Dorothy James, Mrs. Leah
Brocks, Mrs Olga Achorn. Mrs
Edna Keyes, Mrs. Edna Hahn. Mrs.
Charlotte Moran. Mrs. Lois Rich
ards, Mrs. Anna Starrett and Mrs.
Dana StoneHostesses were: Louise Jones,
Kay Keizer, Rae Cark, Joan Ed
wards, Janice Putnam, Anita Kal
loch, Ruth Barlow. Dianne Clukey,
assisted by Janice Hall, Kathleen
Libby, Cornelia Keyes, Sandra Put
nam, Norma Clark, Elsie Chad
wick. Mildred Young and Anita
Spaulding Pianist for the show
was Jeanne Williams
On the Committee were: Gen
eral chairman, Mrs. George Rogers
Rogers;
reservations chairman.
Mrs. Orrin Treat, Jr., with Mrs.
Hazen Cook and Mrs. Forest Stone,
refreshments,
chairman,
Mrs.
Horace Keizer with Mrs. Albert
Hall. Mrs Robert MacFarland, Mrs.
Lawren e Chapman and Mrs. Inez
Walker; tables and chairs, Mr. and
Mrs. Albert Elliot; check room.
Mrs. Aaron Cark with Mrs. Rene
Kalloch; prizes, Mrs. Harold Put
nam; modeling program, Mrs. Earl
Melgard with Mrs William Brooks:
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MRS WILLA STEVENS
Correspondent

Tel Camden 2623
Mrs. Ralph W Bray of Norwalk.
Conn, is visiting her daughter and
granddaughter. Mrs. Grace Scullcy
ind Miss Mary’ Anne Hagar, for a
few weeks.
Mr. ar.d Mrs Lloyd Ratten and
daughter. Barbara, of Canton, Ohio,
were caller- o.‘ Mr. and Mrs. Pxbcrt
Hall recently.
Patti Knigfa. of Tulsa, Oklaho a
has been visiting his parents, Mr.
and Mrs W W. Knight,, for the
past ten days.
Mrs. Ivan Arey and son, Paul, of
Vinalhaven, have been visiting Mr.Lina Joyce for the past few doyMrs. Mayme Carroll is confined
to her home with whooping cough
Mrs. Robert Kail and daughter
Marlene, of Rockport, Mr. and
Mrs. William McLellan, and Mrs
Harold Thompson, all of Rockland,
left Sunday to visit Mr. and MrJoseph Della Contrada of Rome
N. Y.. for a week.
There will be a benefit dance
Friday night for Gladys Blackii.rton. It will be at the Town H !'
and will start at 830; If you car.’t
make the dance why not buy a tick
et anyway This dance is spon
sored by Gladys’ co-workers, the
employes of Tibbetts Industries.
Camden
Ivan Arey, Mr. and Mrs. George
Cavanaugh and daughter, Karen
of Springfield. Mass., were visitor
over tiie week-end of Mrs. Lim.
Joyce. Mr. Arey met his wife and
son there, and they accompanied
him back to Springfield, where he
is employed.
Staples’ bus took a group of band
members to the Eastern State
Music Festival in Brewer Saturday
Mrs Dorothy Crockett and Mr
Beatrice Richards were chaperoneAmong other townspeople who
went were: Mr. and Mrs. Albert
Rhodes, Mr. and Mrs. Carl Sm: '.1.
Mrs. Marlon Richard: Mrs. Clara
Lane, and Vernon Hunter. Several
of the private cars took members
of the Glee Club and Mixed
Chorus The Girls Glee Club and
Mixed Chorus each gave an audi
tion in the Congregational Church
and the Band auditioned at VF.W
building. At noon the Rockport
Band paraded with the other 28 or
30 bands and at a later date will
receive their rating.
Sonny Staples is home on leave
from his duties in Georgia
Miss Priscilla Crockett and a
girl-friend from Camden were in
Boston over the week-end.
Mr. and Mrs Ralph Staples and
family of Bridgton were in town
over the week-end. They stayed
in Camden with Mrs. Staples’
mother, Mrs. Royce Bartlett.

corsage Mrs. Hazen Cook. Mrs'
Douglas Brooks assisted with deco
rations. Posters repre.senting over
size playing cards were made by
Robert Libby.
The Band Mothers’ Club greatly
appreciate the generous co-opera
tion received in their untiring
effort to have Thomaston's School
Band favorably represented among
the other uniformed school bands
of the State

Colorful Publicity Piece Will Be Available To
Public For Mailing Last Of Week

An Invitation

to
/

Some and £et them
/

AT THf-

SEAFOODS
FESTIVAL

5

ROCKLAND, MAINC, AUGUST 3,4,5

Three Days of Fun and

Feasting . . .
Maine Coast Fashion
The advance publicity folder of
the Maine Lobster & Seafoods Fes
tival is off the presses of The Cou
rier-Gazette thi; week. The eightpage, four by nine inch, three-color
publicity piece will be available the
latter part of the week in local
stores, the Chamber of Commerce
and The Courier-Gazette office.
(Anyone may have the folders
to mail to friends in all parts of
the nation. In fact, the publicity
committee of the Festival urge that
local business firms and individuals
mail as many as possible as early
as possible. Envelopes,, just the
right size to contain the folders,
and with the Festival seal on the
face, will be available to those
wishing them.
The folder contains general in
formation about the 1951 Festival
and has several photographs of last

Colorado has a glacier (Arapaho)
nearly two and a haf miles above
sea level.

Knox Represented

See the latest styles in Furs and
Cloth Coats, moderate prices, top
quality, at Lucien K. Green & Son

At Daughters Of Founders
and Patriots In Water
ville

1-tf

The Maine Chaprer Daughters of

/offers fine V-8 Power

MOVIES

Yoffers Automatic Ride Control

EVERY FRIDAY NIGHT
Complete Show with
Full Length Picture

/offers Automatic Mileage Maker economy
/offers seats with five-foot hip room

8.00 P. M.
I. O. 0. F. HALL

TENANT’S HARBOR
Adults 40c; Children under 12. 25c

34-T-tf

/offers Double-Seal King-Size Brakes

r x

/offers choice of 3 great drives:
GAME PARTY

Conventional — Overdrive*— Fordomatic*

Every Tuesday Night
Minimum Prize

Check it feature for feature—

$2.50

SPECIAL GAMES

Two Cents a Card.

Can Pty rwb
kTyou Cartky kttin-!

WILLIAMS-BKAZIER POST
NO. 37
Thomaston Nat'l Bank Building

1-T-tf
'tv-

•Optional af oxtra eott. Fordomatic available
on V-8 modolt only. Equipment, occenorias
and trim subject to change without notice.

Moy is
Motional Car
Safety Check
Month. Check

Yoor Cor, Chock
Accidents.

"Test Drive” the

WALDOBORO GARAGE CO.

FORD
32 Park St, Rockland

T uesday-Thursday-Saturday

FESTIVAL FOLDERS SOON READY

ROCKPORT

Thomaston’s Band Mothers
Club Turns the Two To
Financial Advantage

News and Social Items, Notices and Advertisements may be sent
or telephoned to
MRS. GLADYS CONDON, EKIN STREET. TEL. 113-S

i

Founders and Patriots of America
1 were entertained in the home of
Mrs. Ezra White. Elm Terrace, Wa
terville, Saturday. Those attending
from this locality were: Mrs. H. P.
Blodgett, Mrs. Arthur Haines, Mrs.
1 J. N. Southard. Mrs. Charles Rose
of Tenant’s Harbor, Miss Marion
Weidman of Rockport, and Mrs
Lyford Ames, who acted as chaffeur.
The business meeting was pre
sided over by the president, Mrs
Basil Lamb of Por.land. One mem
ber has teen lost through death
Mrs. Grant Locke Davis of Saco.
She died Jan. 16, 1951.
Four new names were presented
for membership and formal invi
tations will be issued to these
women, after which time, if they
accept, lineage papers will be made
out showing that each had an an
cestor (the Founder) in this
country previous to 1687, and of
the same name (the Patriot) in
the American Revolut.on, 1775-1782.
The president, Mrs. Cox, assist-

years event! Photography in the
folder is by Sid Cullen of The
Courier-Gazette and Jim Moore of
the Press Herald
There is an overall scene of the
Festival grounds at the height of
the show last year; another of the
coronation of Maine’s Sea Goddess
by Commissioner Reed and Neptune
in the person of Aibert MacPhail.
A third photo shows the return of
King Neptune to the sea by the 10
girls of the court of Maine's Sea
Goddess. There is also an aerial
photo of Rockland and the harbor
and a scene of the visitors in the
huge dining tent.
The cover design of the folder,
shown above, is the work of Rock
land artist Everett Blethen who
designed it last year and which
has been adopted as the Festival’s
official insignia1.

The WCTU. met Friday with
Mrs. Louise Ingraham. Worship
service was conducted by Mrs.
Clara Emery on the theme ”1 Have
Set Before You an Open Door ”
• ne program was given over lu
business and reports. It was vot
ed to make the Union a Light Line!
Union by paying $7.50 for the*
World's Work and sending a sub
scription to the Union Signal to
a missionary on the foreign field
The treasurer reported a paid
membership of 103.
Mr.;. Freeman Young made her
mother, Mrs. Isabelle Twadell, a
Life Member by paying $!0 into
the State, on the Crusade Fund,
her name to be placed on the Slate
Year Book.
Friday members will entertain
mothers and babies of the local
church cradle rolls in observance
of Child Health Week.
June 1 the annual meeting will
be held with Mrs. Marion Lindsey,
at which time the ten members
who promised to earn a dollar in
some extra way for the Crusade
Fund, will tell how they did it
Reports by department directors
«ere given lor Flower Mission |
and Relief, by Mrs. Helen Gregory; J
Literature, Mrs. Ethel Colburn; In
ternational Relations, Miss Alena
Young: Temperance and Mis
sions, Mrs. Kate Brawn; Press,
Speech Contracts and Scientific
Temperance Instruction, Mrs Clara
Emery: Soldiers and Sailors, Mrs.
Susie Lamb. Other work was re
ported, for Drama and Pageantry,
Health, Medical Temperance and
Narcotics, Legislative and Visual
Education
v
They showed that a good amount
of work had been done for relief,
social welfare and education. Re
ports to be given in full at the
County Convention Tuesday in the
Rockport Baptist Church.

MISS HELEN M. RICH
Correspondent

Telephone 2214

Miss Nancy Hobbs of Boston
spent the week-end with her moth
er, Mrs. J. C. Hobbs.
Others who visited their home
ster the week-end were Miss Pat
ricia Kelley from Leek r Ji n or
College, Worcester, Anna Sparta
from Bates College. Ruth Little
field from the Nursing School of
the Children’s
Medical Center.
Eoston.
Frederick Jageis of Portland and
Alvin Jageis of Waterville visited
their mother, Mrs. Emily Jageis
over Sunday.
Miss Eetty Rippey wa; given a
surprise party at her home on the
Belfast Road by a group of school
mates. Sunday night.
Mary Kali, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Hamilton Hall was given a
combined birthday and bon voyage
party at the home of Mrs. Walter
Rich, Friday night. Mary will fly
to England this mon h to visit rel
atives for the “ummer.
The Megunticook Fish and Game
Association held its annual meeting
and election of offic.rs at a din
ner at the Snow Bowl Lodge
Thursday night. Elected to offices
were: Willis Hodson, President
Robert Anderson, vice president;
Johnson Talbot,
secretary and
Harold Boynton, treasurer. Direc
tors chosen were: Vernley Gray
Ernest Crie, Tom Dickens, Joseph
TaJbot, Clarence
Lishop, Amo
Pitcher, James Ball, Harold Brown,
Stantcn Collemer, Leroy Alley
Ralph Bagley and Lawrence Rich
ards. Warden Supervisor Charles
Head of Augusta was the guest
speaker and Ralph Johnson pre
sented three moving picture reels
on the Canadian Northwest Sport
ing grounds and "Fishing for Fun.’ cent bounty on the quilled, crop
The Association voted to hold a damaging animals. The House fa
Fishing Derby on the Lake Megun vors it.
Senator Malcolm P. Noyes <R
ticook on Sunday, June 24 and
a Junior Fishing Derby on Aug Franklin) estimated it would cost >
the state {15,COO a year. Maine paid'
ust 12.
The Camden Community Hospi a 25-cent bounty for eight years
tal Auxiliary presented its Spring until 1939. at a total cos; of $106,Fashion Show b fore a capacity 000.
Enacted by the House was a bill
group of spectators at the Congre
payments for
gational Parish House last Thurs eliminating state
day night. The long runway stage damage to motor vehicle; caused by
was beautifully banked with terns collision with deer and other pro
and flowers donated by Chaters tected wild animals. This totals
Gardens. Mrs. Carlton Underwood about {10,000 a year. The measure
of Rockport stood before the loud was sent to the Eena’e.
The House turned down a bill
speaker and gave a delightful com
mentary as the models, in a very limiting the daily black bass bag
professional manner pre ent ed the to fly fishermen between June 1
season's highlights in clothes from and 20 to one—instead of threethe Wentworth Shop, the Woman’s in all but Wa'hington, Penobscot
Shop and the Tweed Shop, with j and Hancock Counties.
jewelry from Morrow’s and MoThe Senate endorsed a bill con
rong’s. Half way through the show, tinuing for two years the $15 boun.
Mrs. Paul Millington created a j ty on bear killed in or adjacent to
sensation w.th a special little 1 organized towns, except in Frank
number, a beach costume of the lin County.
early 1900s. The final fashions to be
shown were the costumes for a
bridal party, designed and made
by Mrs. Gwendolyn McKay Jen
■oc.t.wpi aaawat iwurt,
nings. Those who modeled them
TI ES. AND WED. ONLY
were Miss Ruth Mathews as the
DOUBLE FEATURE
bride, Miss Sandra Goodwin and
— Hit No. 1 —
Miss Barbara Tounge, bridesmaids
and darling little Kathy Brown
the flower girl. During intermis
sion, all spectators had a chance
to buy the gorgeous corsage wi h
It’s a
bills as part of its foliage, and Mrs
barrage
John Nelson of Winthrop, finally
belly laughs
got this prize. Refreshments were
..when they're
served at the close of the evening

THEY’VE GONE WACKY.
OVER WAGS'

ed by Mrs. Patterson of South
Portland, gave a rehearsal of a
bro.dcast over
radio, entitled:
"Maine Beach-Heads."
Eeside those mentioned above,
there were in attendance: Mrs. Ed
ward Mansfield, 3d, Miss Mabel
Maine’s Senate doesn’t want a
Stedman, Mrs. Horace Crosby of
pomand. Mrs. Leroy Fogg Hus- bounty on porcupines.
Last Thursday it turned down by
‘ey of Augusta. Mrs. Look of
lonesport, Mrs. Herbert Foster a vote of 19 to 9 a bill putting a 25Winthrop, Mr;. Ernest Odell and
Mrs. Harry Newman of Farmington.
The next meeting in August, will
WALDOBORO—TEL. IM
be at some attractive place on the
Every Evening at 8.00. Matinees
coast.

caught in
the draft!

The Augusta Doings

WALDO ™E
Saturday at 2.00. Sunday at 3.00.

CAMDEN THEATRE
TUES.-WED., MAY 15-16
ALEXIS SMITH in

“Undercover Girl”
Plus Musical Short
Featuring Les Brown

TODAY AND WEDNESDAY
MAY 15-16
Paul Douglas
Barbara Bel Geddes
Richard Basehart, Debra Paget
in

"FOURTEEN HOURS”

THURSDAY ONLY, MAY 17
A Popular Reissue
JOHN WAYNE in
’BACK TO BATAAN”
WWM. b, WIIU.M I'AUDIM • (.'—.I., b, CMAltU ■ MAIICM

ROCKLAND

— Hit No. 2 —

WEDNESDAY

Forbidden Adventure!

AND THURSDAY

. floats

MiTCHIIM!

ACTION/

ROBERT WnCKr°*

GLADYS BLACKINGTON
BENEFIT DANCE

White Ribboners

CAMDEN

'■ fa1TH

ii/i/fcivu

L

OOWfRGUt

CLAUDE

ROCKPORT TOWN HALL

JR

Shows at: 2.00—6.40—8.00
THFRSDAY

Friday, May 18—8.30 P, M.

■

nr i»D lyOc l 3:: bo.weeeeeteeeoi

The Love Story of Valerie and Ben Hogan

Try To Come—But Buy a Ticket Anyway
for this most Worthy Cause.
(Sponecred hy the employees of Tibbetts Industries,
Camden, Maine)

57-59

TODAY—“SOLDIERS THREE”

WALTER PIDGEON, STEWART GRANGER

>
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Tuesday-Thursday-Saturday
M Sgt. Richard G. Ellingwood
arrived Sunday morning from
; Camp Stewart, Georgia, to spend
a ten-day leave with his wife and
son, Richard, Jr., at their home on
Limerock street. Sunday they all
motored to spend Mother's Day
Mrs. Earl MaeWilliams will en-. Mary Leigh Soule entertained 12 with his mother Mrs. William A.
terrain the Tonian Circle Wedne-- of her young friends Friday after Ellingwood.
day night at her home on Chest- noon at her Gay street home in obMr and Mrs. Carl Kalloch and
nut street.
: servance of her tenth birthday
-----' Games were played with Anna family and Mrs. Julettie B Cross
Mr. and Mrs. Mathew (Jack) Coughlin winning the prize in the are occupying the Frank Priest cot
Smith of Greene, were Sunday
hunt. The supper hour was tage at Crescent Beach for the
guests of his grandparents, Mr. and , featured by a birthday cage, ice Summer.
Mrs. George C. Sandner Granite cream, candy and favors. Mary reJane Ames, daughter of Mr. and
street.
, ce.ved many lovely gifts. The guests
w»re Mary Lou Cole. Anna Cough Mrs. George Ames, Fulton street
The Arthur Bains are heading
celebrated her sixth birthday Sat
lin, Gail Ladd. Donna Noyes, Car
nor h from St. Petersburg. Fla., in
urday by entertaining a few of her
oline Bird. Judith McKenney, Ju
little friends at a lawn party She
the very near future. "It is warm in
dith Davis, Linda Gcodr.ov, Dian
received many nice gifts. Prizes
the afternoon now, but the morn
na Allard. Nancy O'Brien, Mary El
for pinning the tail on the donkey
ings, evenings and nights are
len Brown and Joan Grispi.
were won by Bradford Knight and
nearly perfect," writes Mr. Bain.
Barbara
Staples.
Refreshments
Mrs. Jennie Coffin of Tampa
Miss Dorothy M. Breen, R. N.,
Fla., is in the city called by the ill were served out of doors, buffet
from Concord, N. H.. passed the
The centerpiece was a
ness of her mother. Mrs. George C styleweek-end with her mother. Mrs.
Sandner. Granite street. She made beautifully decorated cake made by
Rose Freeman, Grove street. She
Jane’s paternal grandmother, Mrs.
the trip North by plane.
had as guest, Miss Janet Small, R.
Etta Ames, with other table deco
N., of Concord.
Mrs. Audrey Teel arrived home rations in pastel shades. Invited
Sunday from the Ma ne Eye and fwere: Sonny Salminen, Barbara
Mr. and Mrs. Harold L. Colbeth,
Ear Infirmary, Portland, where she Childs, Eugene Witham, Bradford
Jr., and daughter of Livermore
underwent a surgical operation. Knight, Earl McAuliffe. Woodbury
Falls, were week-end gue-ts of Mr
She is having a month’s ltjave of Post, Frank Post, Ralph Post, Sallyand Mrs. R. S. Sherman.
absence from Moran’s Insurance Sylvester Barbara Staples. Mildred
Staples, Gene Staples, Frances
Patricia Lillian McKenzie daugh- office.
Staples, Sanford Ames, Duane
ter of Mr. and Mrs. Sylvanus Mc
( Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Chisholm Ames, Eiaine Ames, Barbara Bell
Kenzie of 10 Willow street cele
! are attending the Shoe Style Show more, Richard Baum, Alice Gordon,
brated her sixth birthday Wedj at the Parker House Bos‘on for a Arnold Gordon, Gloria Staples and
nesday and received many nice
Lester Staples. Special guests were:
few days.
gifts. Games were played and re
Mrs. Etta Ames, Mrs. Luella Post,
freshments were served. Patty’s
Mr. and Mrs. Floyd L. Benner, Mrs Ruth Staples Mrs Avis Baum
birthday cake was made by Ray Miss Lois Lenner, Mrs. Hugh M. and Mrs. Shirley Ames
Mosley. Those invited were Dennis: gunner. Mrs. Edward Benner and
KENNEDY-GEROW
Simmons, Sandra Metcaif, Lucy \jj-s Roland Rackliff motored to
Kinney, Cherly Seavey, Patrica' Orff's Corner, Waldoboro. Satur-1 Miss Marjorie Ann Gerow of
Vose. Guests were Mrs. Margaret1 day to attend the 60th wedding Rockland and Harold William
Simmons, Mrs. Winona Metcalf anniversary re eption of Mr. and Kennedy of Waldoboro were mar
ried Saturday afternoon at 3
Mrs. Myra Chase. Those invited Mrs. Cecil Ludwig.
o’clock at the home of the bride
and unable to att nd but sending
gifts were Patty’s aunt, Mrs. Myrtle
Mr Anna Benson and Charles groom's parents in the presence of
Nord of East Friendship, Me., and Glidd) n of North Whitefield spent about 30 members of the Immediate
Mrs. Mary Whitney. Patty received Sunday with Mr. and Mrs. William families and intimate friends. Rev.
Harold Nutter of Washington per
some surprise birthday gifts from Burns. Cottage street.
Miss Kay Crane, and Kay Ssaver of, Easil Joyce ^“union and Swans formed the double-ring ceremony.
East Friendship.
! I; land spen. Sunday wl;h Mr and ; The couple stood beneath an
Rounds Mothers-of the Congre-^ Harold T‘ Uhner' old c«UDty! arch of greenery flanked by bas
kets of jonquils and daffodils. The
gational Church will meet in thel‘oad'
bride wore an ankle-length white
vestry Wednesday night a: 7.30
Mrs. L. F. Young of Portland is net gown over pink satin with net
with Mrs. Lola Smith, Mrs. Alma visiting her sister, Mrs. J. F. Coop- jacket with long sleeves and but
Stinson and Mrs. Susie Lamb as er at the home of Gen. and Mrs toned down the front. She wore
an orchid corsage.
hostesses.
, Kenneth P. Lord.
They were attended by Mrs.
See the latest styles in Furs and | summer Casuals
in Narrow George W. Wcod, Jr. of Rockland
Cloth Coats, moderate prices, top wldt„s Qualit
ghoe gho
and John Kennedy of Waldoboro,
quality, at Lucien K. Green & Son.
_
. ' ,,
l_u . Main Street, Rockland.
58-60
brother of the bridegroom
Mrs
Wood wore an ankle-length gown
of pink organdy and corsage of
white carnations.
A reception followed the cere
mony. Bouquets of carnations and
white
delphinium
were
used
throughout the rooms. The bride
groom’s mother wore a black and
white Summer suit with corsage of
pink carnations and blue bachelor
buttons. Mrs. Arthur Kennedy and
Mrs. Everett Baum served.
The couple left by autoombile
for Hartford, Conn, where they
will make their home The bride
chose for traveling, a blue and
white checked suit with white ac
cessories.
Mrs. Kennedy is a daughter of
Mrs. Mildred Gerow of Norfolk,
Va. and Frederick C. Gerow. She
attended the Rockland elementary
schools and graduated from Hart
ford (Conn.) High School She has
been employed at the J J. New
berry Co. store in Rockland.
Mr. Kennedy is a son of Mr. and
Mrs. William F Kennedy of
Waldoboro. He graduated from
Waldoboro High School and is a
member of Germania Lodge of

WINCHENBACH-LAWLESS

Social Matters

SALE ON

UTILITY AND COMBINATION

RANGES

.

\

‘Twas A Surprise
Sixty-Eight Guests Tender a
House warming To Mr.
Mrs. William Butman

■

Mr. and Mrs. Albert Winchenbach

In St Bernard’s Catholic Church
at 9 o’clock Saturday morning,
Jean
Lawless
of Thomaston
daughter of Mr. and Mrs Rayford
Shepherd of Philadelphia, Miss.,
became the bride of Albert Win
chenbach, son of Frank Winchen
bach, 48 Front street, Rockland.
Rev. Fr. George Goudreau celebrat
ed nuptial Mass with the double
ring ceremony against the back
ground of the aitar enhanced by
white gladioli. Mrs. Ray Foley
sang, to her own accompaniment,
‘‘Ave Maria "
The bride, escorted by her cousin,
William T. Shepherd of Paw
tucket. R. I., wore a heavenly blue
suit, pink hat and gloves and navy
blue shoes. She carried a prayerr
book with an orchid streamer.
Mrs. Walter Strong of Thomas
ton, her sister, matron of honor,
wore an orchid dress, a hat of vio-

lets and pansies, white gloves and
corsage of yellow roses. Robert
Gardner of Rockand was best man
and the ushers were Perley Bart
lett and William LeGage.
A reception followed at the home
of the bridegroom’s father Mr.Perley Bartlett was ln charge of
the guest book ar.d Mrs Richard
Clark the gifts. Serving were Mrs
Henry Gardner, and Mrs. Reginald
Wtthington of Rockland and Mrs.
Woodrow Gould of Union, sister
of the bridegroom. Mrs. Walter
Strong finished serving the bride's
cake
The bride is employed by the
New England Telephone and Tele
graph Company at Rocklind The
bridegroom is employed by the Van
Baalen-Heilbrun Company.
After a wedding trip they will
make their home at 7 Lisle street,
Rockland.

Leon Is Coming
Will Be Guest Artist and
Lecturer At Hairdressers’
Convention
R. G. Leon needs no introduction
to most of the members of the
Knox-Waldo Hairdressers’ Associa
tion, as his annual visits as a guest
artist and lecturer are always a
source of inspiration and helpful
/
ness.
Mr. Leon is certainly an outstand
ing figure in Hairdressers’ Associa
tion circles throughout the East
ern States, both as a demonstra
tor and lecturer.
He is to be guest artist at the
Knox-Waldo Hairdressers' Associa
K, G. Leon
tion meeting May 17 at Masonic
Temple. Thomaston. At that time ted through ut his schools with
he will feature “The Cascade Curl” excellent results.
and the "Lamp Cut". These re
He is pres dent of the Mansfield
markable methods have been adop. Beauty Academy, Inc., of Boston,
President of the School Owners’
Waldoboro and Rockland Encamp .Association of New England, and a
ment. He is employed by Pratt member of the Massachusetts Hair
Fashion Guild.
Whitney in Hartford, Conn.
It will be a treat for all members
who attend to see Mr. Leon at
work, showing latest techniques and
short cuts which are being used ln
larger cities.
He predicts that the Summer and
Fall hair fashions will be short,
styled to create a "long-look” ef
fect. He also maintains that short
hair is healthier, much easier to
care for. and that a larger variety
of becoming styles can be produced
with short hair.
In conclusion, Mr. Leon will give
a talk on salesmanship, shop man
agement and business ethics.

SENTER^GRANE'S

Memorial Day

I

MAJESTIC
COMBINATION
Oil and Gas
8 Top Cookers
Automatic Oven
Heat Control
Cooks with Both Fuels.

$305.00

GLENWOOD
UTILITY RANGE
2 Oil Covers
Oil Burner for Heat
Straight Gas Oven

$240.00

NEW ENGLAND MAID
(TWIN OVEN RANGE)
1 Full Size
1 Full Size
tutoinatir.
High Back
Chromium

Wreaths

Oil Oven
Gas Oven
Insulated Gas Oven
Shelf
Trim

Baskets

Miriam Rebekah Lodge will meet
tonight when final preparations
will be made for the official visi
tation of Mrs. Mae D. McFarland
of Bar Harbor, President of the
Rebekah Assembly of Maine, on
Friday night.

$323.10
GLENWOOD
COMBINATION RANGE
Combines the efficiency of Gas
Cooking with economy of Oil
Heating.
All in one Low Cost Unit.

Mr and Mrs William Butman
were given a surprise housewarm
ing at their home at Ingraham Hill
by Mrs Louise Billings. Mrs Verna
Baum, Mrs. Shirley Thompson, and
Mrs. Vera Mathieson.
Mr and Mrs. Butman received
many lovely and useful gifts and a
purse of money
The table was decorated with
two cakes, one made by Mrs Shir
I z i.
T.
' /
*
ley Thompson and the other by
Mrs. Kay Tall.
Mrs Artenise Mills had charge of
the guest book. Hostesses were ■
Mrs. Shirley Thompson. Mrs. Kay
Tall. Mrs. Grace Palmer. Mrs Vera
Mathieson, Mrs. Margaret Knowl
ton. Mrs. Lucie Stewart. Mrs Ar
tenise Mills.
Invited guests were:
Mr. and Mrs. Russell Stewart. Mr
and Mrs Ted Haskins. Mr. and
Mrs. Lawrence Mills, Mr. and Mrs |
Frank Elliott, Louise Ingraham, Dr
Howard G. Pace. Mr. and Mrs.
Louise Mathieson. Mr and Mrs
David Knowlton, Mr. and Mrs |
Austin Billings, Mr. and Mrs. Harol Marshall. Mr. and Mrs. Audrey
Orff. Mrs Frank Butler. Mr. and
Mrs Arnold McConchie. Mrs. Ella
Mathieson. Mr. and Mrs. Ken
neth Van Fleet, Mr. and Mrs. Ralph
Mr. and Mrs. Walter John Wadsworth
Billings. Mr. and Mrs Everett
Miss June Elaine Ames of Rock- 35 Orange street, Rockland. She ls
Baum. Jr., Mr. and Mrs. Eugene
Taylor, Mr. and Mrs Frederick .and and Walter John Wadsworth a graduate of Rockland High
Palmer, Mr. and Mrs. Karl Tall, if Camden were married Sunday S.hocl, a member of the Methodist
r and Mrs. Ralph Colby. Mr. and afternoon at 3 30 in the Methodist Church and ha- been employed by
parsenage. Rev. Merle S. Conant the Knox County Tiust Com
Mrs Randall Hopkins
Mr and Mrs. Bernard Robinson. performing the double ring cere pany.
Mr. Wadsworth is the son of Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Thompson, Mr. mony.
The br.de wore a yellow linen George Hamln of Rockland and
and Mrs. Joseph Baum, Mr. and
Mrs. Herbert Montgomery, Mrs. uit with o.chid a.ce-sories and the late Emerson Wadsworth of
Arthur C. Andrews, Mr. and Mrs in orchid corsage. They were at Camden He is a gTadua e of Cam
Thomas B Moulaison. Mr. and tended by Miss Naom: Withington den Hi-h Schoo! and the University
Mrs Harold Payson, Mr. and Mrs of Rockland and Richard Lank- ot Maine He seried two years in
Alfred Young, Mrs. Mildred Wal ton of Camden. Miss Withington the Air For e dur.ng World War
dron. Mr. and Mrs. William Robin wore a pink suit with navy blue II in the Pacific Theatre. He is
son. Mr. and Mrs. Allard Pierce, accessaries and a corsage of white employed by the Genera! Electric
gardenias.
Company and has betn located in
Mr. and Mrs. Grover Roberson.
Following the ceremony a re- Lynn. Mass., the past three months
Mr. and Mrs. Alfred Fredette,
Mrs Effie Dyer. Mr. and Mrs Ed :eption was held at Waaswor'.h Inn The couple will leave for Fort
mund Wotton. Mr an Mrs Charles ,n Camden The bridal party was Wayne, Ind., this week to which
Montgomery, Mr and Mrs. Floyd assisted .n receiving by the bride’s city Mr. Wadsworth has been
Montgomery, Mr and Mrs. Robert parents, Mr. and Mrs. Chee.er C transferred.
Murray, Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth Ames and the bridegreom's grand
Mathieson, Mr. and Mrs. Harland mother, Mrs. John Wadsworth
The bride’s mother wore an aqua
Hurd.
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Waterman, crepe dress with blush rose accesA class of 61 students will gradu
Mr and Mrs. Charles Watts, Jr., :orles and corsage of pink roses ate from the New England Dea
Mr. and Mrs. Lvell Drinkwater. Mr The bridegroom’s mother wore a coness Hospital's School of Nursing
and Mrs. Bernard Rackkliff, Mr. navy blue dress with white acce - in ceremome- which will be held
and Mrs Eugene Rackliff, Mr. and -ories and corsage of red carna tonight at John Hancock Hall.
Mrs. Frank Rackliff. Mr. and Mrs tions. The bridegroom’s grand This class is the 53d to graduate
Alvin Rackliff, Mr. and Mrs. Sam mother wore navy blue and yellow from the school.
uel Archer, Jr., Mr. and Mrs. Mer print dress, natural straw hat and
Dr. Warren F Cook. Executive
rill Wall. Mr. and Mrs Dana f-orsage of yellow roses.
Director of the hospital, will pre
The decorations were beautiful, side The principal address will be
Knowlton, Mr. and Mrs Ralph
Everett, Mrs. Ethel Pay-on. Miss with the stairway tanked with fir given by Dr. Charles Wilinsky,
Louise Payson. Mr. and Mrs. Parker and many satin bows. Ba kets ot President of the American Hospital
Jackson, Mr. and Mrs. Clarence cut flowers were used throughout Association. Assistant Health ComRogers.
the spacious rooms.
missioner of the City of Boston
Mr and Mrs. Donald Lewis, Mr
Mrs. C. Maxwell Ames was in and Director of Beth Israel Hos
and Mrs. Earl Tolman, Mr. and Mrs | iliarge of the guest book. Mrs pital Miss Olive Nelson. Director
Merle Jillson, Mr. and Mrs. Ansel Bradford Ames and Mrs. George of Nursing and Principal of the
Young, Mr and Mrs. Harold Col Whittier dipped punch. Serving School will give the class message
son, Mr. and Mrs Jack Garnet, were Mrs. Richard Lankton. Cam and Dr. Clifford Franseen will read
Miss Geraldine Brewster, Mr. and den, Mrs. Reginald Withlngfton the “charge” to the class. Dr.
Mrs. William Merrill. Mr and Mrs. Miss Beverly Glendenning and Miss William Leslie of St. Marks Church,
Weston Arey. Mr. and Mrs. John Margaret Valenta, Ro kland. The Erookline, will deliver the opening
Moulaison. Charlie Rogers. Roy handsome four tiered weeding cake prayer and the Rev. Mr Rudolph
Rogers, Barbara Butman,
was made by the bridegroom's L. Samuelson the Benediction Mr.
grandmother, Mrs. John Wads Charles Whethen of Watertown
worth, with whom he has made will direct the school Glee Club.
his home for several years.
Stanley O. MacMullen. Chairman
The couple left for a short of the New England Deaconess
wedding trip, the bride wearing an Hospital's Executive Committee,
orchid linen duster over her suit, will present the diplomas, one of
Mrs. Wadsworth is the daughter which will go to Ann Warren Bart
of Mr. and Mrs. Cheever C. Ames lett of Rockland.

To Receive Diploma

• Smallest, lightest Zenith Hear
ing Aid has ingenious "WorrySaver” Emergency Switch —if
"A" battery suddenly fails, you
can switch to fresh one instantly!
• Exclusive New Ceramic Micro
phone—benefit by one of the
most outstanding developments
in hearing aid history!
h.w

SEW™

Royal'
HIGHEST QUALITY

HUSTON-TUTTLE
BOOK CO.
408 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND, ME.

GLAMOUR COLORS ON THICK SOLESI

GOOD GROOMING IS IMPORTANT!
Genuine Magnolia and Oak Leaves with
Artificial Flowers.
&

Specially Priced

Wreaths, $1.59, $2.19, $2.98, $3.50

TELEPHONE 51,

ROCKLAND, MAINE

Casuals in
Narrow Widths

4X

$250.00

A. C. McLoon & Co.

WADSWORTH-AMES

Tjs.

&
2

Baskets, $1.49

Have your Permanent1 Mister, keep your hair
now before the heat of
well groomed by fre
Summer comes. Priced
from $5.00 to $15.00 at quently patronizing

GILBERT’S
BEAUTY SALON
Helen Oldis Knight, Prop.

Roger Knight. Prop.
375 MAIN ST..
ROCKLAND
• 177 MAIN STROCKLAND
TEL. 142

“GIVE A THOUGHT TO QUALITY"

s

KNIGHT’S
BARBER SHOP

4

1*.

P ‘C’N

Cu.

NOWS THE TIME FOR THE
BIGGEST SELECTION

$2.95 to $6.95
To the Ladies — this feminine
version of the famous man's
Booster—so light and airy it
floats on water. And to make
B<x»sterette as feminine and
fetching as it is comfortable,
it comes in colors with beauty
and hang: Magic Red. Java

THE WASHABLE CASUALS

Green. Maine Brown. Cloud
White. Also in Faded Blue
Denim, Bantam Yellow Denim.

Qualify Shot Shop
'310 MAIN ST.-------- ROCKLAND
D. J. CHISHOLM. Prop.

Tuesday-Thursday-Saturday
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Blue Cross A Winner

RUBINSTEIN CLUB’S GALA PARTY

Relief Corps Met

And the Knox Hospital Has And Wad a Busy Session
With Vice President In
Played An Important
The Program Included 22 Songs Dating Back
the Chair
Part In the Service
Maine’s 268,000 Blue Cross sub
scribers, representing people from
all walks of life and from every
section of the Pine Tree State have
watched with interest the remark
able growth of the Associated Hos
pital Service of Maine, which for
12 years has very successfully met
a desire of the public for protection
against the risk of burdensome
sickness costs and a desire to meet
that need
Since the day a little over 12’4
years ago, when the first subscriber
was enrolled, the plan has served
Its members on more than 182,870
occasions for a total of over 1,244,553 days of care, for which the
hospitals were paid over J9.8C1.222
This past year of 1950 has been
the largest thus far experienced by
the Associated Hospital Service of
Maine when they served 35,888 of
their members for ?3C,8;2 clays of
care at a cost of $?,101.055 00
Knox County General Hospital
has played an important part in
the Blue Cross experience shown
above.
In 1950 Knox CountyGeneral Hospital cared for 419 Blue
Cross members, an increase of 107
over 1949, who were hospitalized
for a total of 2064 days. The hos
pital was paid $20,417.84 for this
care.
It is interesting to note that Blue
Cross subscribers are hospitalized
for shorter periods of time than
other patients. The length of stay
has dropped from 8 4 days in 1940
to 65 days in 1950. There are two
logical answers to this seemingly
unexplainable occurrence. First, the
Blue Cross patient has prepaid his
hospital bill in full, or at least to
the extent of 80”.
Authorities agree that the peace
of mind the Blue Cross patient has
as a result of not having to worry
about his bill is a big step towards
speeding his recovery. A ceconc
explanation for this ‘horter stay
is because Blue Cro.-s patients tend
t« seek hospitalization when it is
first needed and do rot put it off
until the financial status of the
family or individual is in better

Thursday was a busy day for
Edwin Libby Relief Corps with
cards in the afternoon, Lilia Elwell
and Velma Marsh, hostesses; Corps
Circle supper at 6. with Gert
rude Carmody and Alice Smalley
In charge, and business meeting at
780, presided over by the vice
pesident, in the absence of Mrs
Myra Watts.
Miss Carmody discharged all du
ties in a pleasing manner, having
cards sent to sick members and ap
proving bills as presented .
The death of Mrs Bertha Soule
of Freeport, a past State President
was reported and sympathy extend
ed the bereaved family.
Graymore Hotel will be head
quarters for the 69th annual State
Corps convention, June 8 and 9 in
Portland
The Get-to-gether of the G.A.R
family will be held in Falmouth
Hotel by a banquet and enterta.nment June 8 at 6.30 p. m.
Daughters of Union Veterans re
ception in Bosworth Memorial Hall,
June 7
A Mother's Oay program .pre
sented by Corps patriotic instrlctor
was greatly enjoyed and dedicated
to all mothers, but special attention
was paid to Mrs. Bertha Higgins,
who had been absent for sometime
and warmly welcomed back. Mrs
Velma Marsh read a "Mcinoriam" to
our mothers; Mrs. Jennie Pietroski
sang Mother;" Mrs. Addie Kaler,
at the piano sang “Gallway Bay,"
"May the Good Lord Bless and
Keep You" and "Mocking Bird
Hiil." Miss Carmody gave a lively
dance, by request, also read "Kind
of Worker.' Mrs Pietroski closed
the program with "Beyond the
Sunset." The meeting closed with
chaplain prayer
E. Plummer.
shape. Hence treatment is rend
ered while the ailment Ls in its
early stages The non-sub'eribers,
by delaying hospitalization usually
have to stay longer and as a result
find they have to pay a larger hos
pital bill

«....................

. ■

.

Cong. Nelson Gives Summary Of Answers Re
ceived By Him To Lewis Questionnaire

To the Gay Nineties
Thursday night the Rubinstein | Vocal Solos—
In the Gloaming,
Club staged a gala party, to rasie
i Merry' Widow Waltz,
funds for the purchase of a Stein
Mrs Anna Varricchio
acc. Faith Berry
way Grand piano, now located in
the Farnsworth Museum. This fine Hello Dear Lady.
Floradora "Girls" (chorus)
instrument ls a splendid additicn
to the musical life of Rockland, and Solo—My Mother Was a Lady,
Barbara Griffith
has contributed many hours of Solo—Strawberry Blonde,
melodious enjoyment
Neola Simmons
Thi most recent event was held Duet—
Silver Threads Among the Gold,
in the Universalist Church ves
Adah Roberts Barbara Griffith
try and consisted of cabaret enter
Solo—Peggy O'Neill,
tainment and dessert-card party.
Beulah Ames
The general chairman of the oc Clementine,
casion was Kathleen Newman, who
Chorus
was ably assisted by several well . Solo—
While Strolling in the Park One
picked committees.
Day,
The entire party was in the hu i
Katherine Joyce
mor of the "Gay Nineties." All
• Solo—Daisies Won’t Tell,
program participants, including
Adah Roberts
those on all committees were thus Solo—Sweet Adeline
Adele Lundell
attired and also some of the guests.
These costumes were all very fetch Solo—
There is a Tavern in the Town
ing
Barbara Griffith
The attendance was beyond all Solo—The Man in the Moon,
expectations and proceeds will be a
Jane Foley
big boost to the piano fund.
Solo—
When Frances Dances with Me,
A stage was erected and very ar
Doris Foley
tistically decorated with forsythia.
Solo—
spruce and pine.
I Don't Want To Play In Your
Tables were tastefully set with at
Yard,
Beulah Ames
tractive luncheon cloths and gay
floral touches. Dessert consisted Duet—Quilting Party.
Barbara Griffith, Adah Roberts
of a very large variety of delicious
Solo—
cakes, pies, brownies, cookies, and
The Man on the Flying Trapese,
coffee.
Adele Lundell
There were many attractive Solo—
Oh. Where Has My Li'l Dog Gone,
prizes
Katherine Joyce
While the guests were being
Solo—
served, the musical program en
The Curse Of an Aching Heart,
sued. amid much chuckling, as each
Adah Roberts
gay ninety beauty appeared in lav Dues—
I'll Take You Home Again,
ish old-time apparel, all carrying
Kathleen,
lovely feather fans, these, for the
Jane Foley. Doris Foley
most part, the cherished graduation
Tell Me Pretty Maiden,
gifts of yesteryear, loaned by some
(Floradora)
of the club members.
Entire Chorus
The program was as follows:
One member of the Floradora
Chorus was the envy of all the men
Piano Duet - -Gay Nineties' Medley,
Mrs. Charlotte Hopkins,
present, and that was Mrs. Adele
Mrs Esther Rogers
Lundell, who was the lucky flirta
Solo—
tious male of the group.
A Bird in a Gilded Cage,
The costumes were in charge of
Greta Nelson
Mrs Myrtle Nelson who created
piano acc. Anna Bullard

MANY REPLIES FROM HERE

KNOX THEATRE, WEDNESDAY AND THURSDAY

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Tragic romance. Robert Mitchum's blind love for beautiful Faith
Domergue comes to a drar.ntic end, in "Where Danger Lives.” Claude
Rains is eo-starred in the lohn Farrow production distributed by RKO
Radio. Miss Domergue, discovered hy Howard Hughes, is seen in her
first screen release.

some especially beautiful hats,
speaking of hats, that is a master
piece of imagination, which Miss
Greta NeLson wears. Mrs Nelson
was a splendid make-up artist too.
Mrs. Kathleen Newman, in her
usual executive style, spared her
self no effort to make this affair
an abounding success, ar.d there
have been few, if any card parties,
with larger attendance.
Musical program was under the
direction of Mrs. Adele G. Lundell
Chairman of refreshments was
Mrs. Mabelle Strong; her commit
tee: Mary Garrett, Ruth Dalton,
Nettie Averill, Faith Brown, Al
berta Kimball and Charlotte Hop
kins. The waitresses were: chair
man, Frances McLoon; Carol Kent
Carol Russell, Carol Stratton. Mar
cia Lindquist, Arlcbeth Miller,

Janet Stone, Gail Grant, Judy
Campbell, Beverly Burgess,'Sandra
Perry.
Decorating committee—Dorothy
Lawry, Natalie Snow and Lucile
Nason; publicity committee. Beulah
Ames; selling committee, Beulah
Ames, Jeanette Small and Grace
Strout iThomaston); tables, Adah
Roberts and Noela Simmons; prizes,
Mary Farnsworth and Marion
Ginn.
The hostesses were Mary Farns
worth, Marion Ginn, Esther Rog
ers and Kathleen Newman.
The accompanists were Anna
Bullard, Faith Berry (assisted by
Marion Ginnt.
Mrs. Bessie Burke of Thomaston
won the attractive corsage prize
made of flowers anad five one dol
lar bills. The door prize was won

Washington, D. C. May 8.
Editor of The Courier-Gazette:
I very much appreciate your sending me your replies to the questions
submitted in the nationwide radio poll conducted by Fulton Lewis, Jr.,
in April. We have tabulated the replies received by me and following is
the result of the tabulation, in which I thought you might be interested:
No
No answer
Yes
1. As of today would you vote for Harry Truman
1275
for President?
2. Should President Truman be allowed to con
tinue to receive the $50,000 tax exempt salary
1231
recently voted him by Congress?
40
3. Do you believe that Congress should continue
investigations such as the one into RFC loans
and the Kefauver crime hearings and extend
those investigations into other activities of
government?
1268
4 Are you in favor of keeping Dean Acheson as
Secretary of State?
1269
Do you favor the United Nations being in final
control of United States troops in Korea or
elsewhere?
19
1185
71
6. Should Chiang Kai-shek be permitted to send
his Nationalist Armies against the Chinese
Communists?
18
32
1225
7. Do you feel confident that Europe will fight to
46
the end against Communism?
1100
129
8. Do you approve of the proposed continuation of
economic, along with military, aid to North
70
884
321
Atlantic Pact Nations?
9. Would you favor a requirement that nations re
ceiving military or economic aid from us must
agree to stop trading with Russia, Communist
7
62
1206
China, or any other Iron Curtain country?
10. Do you believe President Truman’s statement
that all communists and communist sympa
1265
10
thizers have been weeded out of Government?
11. Are you in favor of a permanent peace time
20
441
814
program of Universal Military Training?
12. Do you believe President Truman is making a
sincere effort to cut out unecessary govern
2
1268
5
ment spending?
22
96
13. Should wag“s be controlled along with prices? 1157
14. Should the government prevent strikes in time
4
30
1241
of war emergency?
15. Are you in favor of calling General MacArthur
home for a report to Congress on the Far
21
192
1062
Eastern situation?
16. Are you in favor of impeaching President
219
42
1014
Truman?
CHARLES P NELSON, M. C.
by Jane Beach.
!
The chairs were donated by the
Davis Funeral Parlor and StilphenRussell Funeral Parlor.
Mr Cole did so many things to
make the event a success, among ■
other things, the erection of a fine I
stage.
'

Cakes were auctioned
Stuart C Burgess.

off by

South America is sending ba
nanas to Britain by the shipload,
Rio de Janeipo reporte.
____ _______
Timbuctoo's glory as a trading
center has vanished.

/njust 5minutes...

PROVE DODGE VALUE
FOR YOURSELF
Yes, you could pay up to $1,000 more

and still not get all the extra room,
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riding comfort and famous depend
ability of this great new Dodge.
Come in and look over today’s big Dodge. Sit
in it. Drive it. You’ll agree Dodge gives von
more of the things you want in a car today.
Extra head room, leg room, shoulder room
. . . "Watchtower” visibility for greater safety.

^.Les it easy

You
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The new Dodge Oriflow shock absorlrer
system lets you "float” down roads that stop
other cars. No wheel “hop” or frounce.

You get flashing performance from the big,
high-compression "Get-Away engine. And with
Gyro-Matic, America's lowest-priced automatic
transmission, you drive without shifting. I ake
a “Magic-Mile” demonstration ride today.
3pec.ftcxe.on, ond Equipndnl Subldc* lo Cbo«9d * ''hout Nolte*

HERE’S CASH MONEY
IN YOUR
POCKET
Act and Save, or Wait and Rave! I Sell Every
thing Below Truman’s Ceiling. Washington, D. C..
May Freeze Prices, But It Takes Only Kaler at Wash
ington Not D. C. But Maine, to Thaw Them Out. Now
t'n Most Ridiculous Tax Ever Imposed On a Labor
ing Man, Passed By the Politicians at Augusta, and
Most of Your Knox County Delegation Voting in
Favor of Same (The Sales Tax)—2% on All
Purchases After July 1. Again You Can Save Money on All Major Purchases, If You Buy Before This Rotten
Piece of Legislation Takes Effect.
Have Just Received 25 Deep Freeze Electric Refrigerators, Made To Sell For $289.99. I am going
to Sell These Refrigerators for $249.95; they are 9 ft. Cap., Brand New. Ceiling or No Ceiling, but the Sales
Tax Will Increase Them Exactly $5.00. I Have Been Told That the Powers To Be At Augusta Are Almost
Ready To Send Out Questionnaires with Three Simple Questions: 1. How Much Money Have You Got?
2. Where Is It? 3. How Long Will It Take To Get It All in One Pile, and Forward Same To Augusta?

I am like all dealers loaded with Stock, and good buys are in the Making, and Right Here in Wash
ington. Maine, at KALER’S: Estate, Monarch, Allen, Majestic Electric Combination Stoves, Oil. Coal and
Wood Stoves. Apartment Size Gas and Electric Stoves, as well as Cabinet Models. The Entire Line of Gibson
Electric Refrigerators, and Electric Stoves. International Harvester. Admiral. Deep Freeze Electric Refrig
erators, Gibson. Deep Freeze Home Freezers. Electric Sewing Machines, R.C.A. Radio Combinations, Arvin
and R.C.A. Table Models, The Glenwood Stove Line, Fairmont and Other Lines, Gas and Oil, Coal, or Wood,
Electric Washing Machines, Thor and Speed Queen.

Youngstown Cabinet Sinks, Briggs and Detroit Cabinets. Chrome Breakfast Sets, Sherwin-Williams
Paint, it’s going tc be scarce, better get some when you can: Blue, Green and White Bathroom Sets Complete,
Plenty of Them. Electric Hot Water Heaters, Fairbanks-Morse, L. H.. Duo-Therm. 30-40-52 Gal., HamiltonBeech Electric Mixers, Electric Plates. Fans, Toasters. Flat Irons. By Far. Eastern Maine’s Largest Appli
ance Store, And As I Have Told You Before, No Store, Chain or Otherwise Can Compete With My Prices. It’s

HAROLD B. KALER
Washington, Me.

Tel. 5-25

Open Sundays.

GOOD DRIVERS DRIVE SAFE CARS . . .
CHECK YOUR CAR ... CHECK ACCIDENTS

THE BIG DEPENDABLE

DODGE

Low Prices, Free Delivery, Service and
Satisfaction Is Our Motto.

Drive it 5 minutes ond you'll drive it for years

National Shawmut Bank of Boston Finance

NELSON BROTHERS- 515 Main Street, Rockland

Route 17-220 From Rockland. 25 Miles.
55-T&Th-tf
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